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PREFACE 
This thesis presents a method of describing kinematic chains and 
mechanisms· using matrices which repres~nt paths or circuits in a chain. 
The path matrices developed permit the use of the digital computer in 
developing mechanisms from kinematic chains, synthesizing modified 
chains based on basic kinematic chains, and comparing kinematic chains. 
Computer programs using the path matrices were applied to the 230 ten-
link chains and resulted in tremendous amounts of data which are sum-
marized in the body of the thesis. 
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During the past several years, the problems of structural synthe-
sis and analysis of kinematic chains have been approached in several 
,ways. Davies and Crossley (l)* utilized Franke's condensed notation, a 
method of representing kinematic chains as molecules, to obtain a cen-
sus of seven, nine, ten, and eleven-bar kinematic chains. Hain 
(2,3,4,5) has done a great deal of work in this area of kinematics, 
working mainly with the six and eight-link chains. He has obtained 
censuses not only for the basic chains, but also for these chains with 
modifications such as the addition of cam pairs, prism pairs, and 
multiple joints. In addition, he has obtained the mechanisms derived 
from these chains and presented them schematically thus furnishing the 
designer with a large choice of solutions to a given problem. This 
-work has been done mainly by visual inspection of the structural draw-
ing of each chain. 
The results obtained by the above individuals have relieq heavily 
on the researcher's ability to visualize the various configurations a 
chain may assume and to recognize isomorphisms which may occur. As 
more complex chains are examined, this ability is heqvily taxed and the 
tremendous number of chains and mechanisms makes a manual approach 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered references in the Bib-
liography. 
2: 
impractical. Therefore, the need arises fo.r an automated method of per-
forming the structural analysis of kinematic chains~ 
Woo (6) has used graph theory in enumerating the plane kinematic 
chains with 13 revolute pairs and 10 links, thus verifying some of the 
results obtained by Davies and Crossley above. An incidence matrix was 
used to develop the chains and also served as the structural descrimi-
nant to detect isomorphisms. Similarly, Dobrjanskyj and Freudenstein 
(7) have developed an algorithm which applies graph theory to the com-
parison of kinematic chains and mechanisms. Buchsbaum (8) has further 
developed the use of graph theory for the structural classification and 
type synthesis of chains with multiple elements. 
All of the preceding approaches which utilize graph theory have 
the advantage of being computerize~ and have contributed significantly 
to the analysis of kinematic chains. 
The purpose of this thesis is to present an alternate approach to 
the problem of type synthesis arid analysis of kinematic chains which 
does not rely on graph theory but utilizes a method of comparing paths 
or circuits in a chain. A Chain Path Matrix (CPM) is developed and 
from it, the Mechanism Path Matrix (MPM) is (ormed. The MPM serves as 
the structural discriminant in comparing mechanisms and chains. The 
CPM is usetul in converting basic kinematic chains into chains with 
special elements such as pulleys and belts, cams, double joints, etc. 
The method is easily computerized and, consequently, fills the need for 
automated methods of processing chains with more than eight links. 
Furt;;,hermore, it has the advantage of requiring no mathematics in its 
derivation or application. 
The path matrix approach has been applied to the analysis of the 
230 ten-link chains with one degree of freedom (Appendix A). The 
amount of data generated by this anaylsis is enormous, and, ·conse-
quently, has not been included in this thesis. The data has, however, 
been included in reference (9), a copy of which is available in the 
Oklahoma State University Library and summaries of this data are in-
cluded at the end of each appropriate chapter herein. 
In the chapters which follow, the development of the CPM and MPM 
will be described. The application of these matrices in synthesi~ing 
mechanisms, developing chains with special elements (cams, springs, 
etc.) and converting kinematic chains to gear trains will then be dis-
cussed. 
CHAPTER II 
DEFINITIONS OF NOTATION AND TERMS 
In order to develop a basis for the following chapters, a brief 
discussion of notation and terms will be presented. 
A kinematic link is a rigid, massless member and is classified ac-
cording to the number of joints which it can accept. A binary link is 
a link which can accept two joints; a ternary link, three joints; and 
a k-nary link, k joints. The standard kinematic notation used to 
represent various links is illustrated in Figure 1. 
A kinematic pair consists of two contacting elements and is used 
to connect two kinematic links. Three types of kinematic pairs will be 
considered here: 
1. Revolute Pair - Permits only relative rotation between 
two connected links. Also called a turn-
ing pair or pin joint. 
2. Prism Pair 
3. Cam Pair 
- Permits only relative translation between 
two connected links. Also called a slid-
ing pair. 
- Permits both rotary and translatory mo-
tion between two connected links. 
In addition to the three pairs mentioned above, the double joint will 
also be used as a means of connecting kinematic links. The double 
joint is simply the merging of two revolute pairs to form a joint which 
permits rotational motion among three links. 
The kinematic notation used to represent the various joints de-
scribed above is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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(a) Binary Link (b) Ternary Link (G) Quarternary Link 
Figure 1. Representation of Kinematic Links 
(a) Revolute Pair (b) Prism Pair ( c) Cam Pair 
(d) Double Joint 
Figure 2. Representat.ion of Kinematic Joints 
Figure 3.. Six-Link Basic Kinematic Chain 
Figure 4. Ten-Link Mechanism 
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A kinematic chain is constructed using kinematic links and pairs 
to form one or more closed loops. Each link must be free to move rela-
tive to the links connected to it (e.g., a structure such as three bi-
nary links joined by three revolute pairs to form a triangle is not a 
kinematic chain). If a kinematic chain is constructed so that the mo-
tion of all links takes place in one plane or in parallel planes, the 
chain is called a planar kinematic chain. A basic kinematic chain is 
a planar kinematic chain with all links connected by revolute pairs 
(Figure 3). 
A kinematic mechanism is defined as a kinematic chain which has 
one link fixed with respect to ground and which has a single degree of 
freedom. The degrees of freedom of a basic kinematic chain (and the 
mechanisms derived from it) can be determined from the formula 
F = 6(N-l)-5P1 where F is the degrees of freedom, N is the number of 
links, and P1 is the number of revolute pairs. Basically, a mechanism 
(or chain) with one degree of freedom is one in which the motion of all 
links is constrained, that is, no link is free to move independently of 
the other links. Figure 4 illustrates a ten-link mechanism. 
A path, as used here, will be defined as a sequence of connected 
elements encountered in traversing a chain (or mechanism) beginning at 
a given element and returning to that element without repeating any 
element. For example, Figure 5 illustrates a kinematic chain with four 
loops. The links have been numbered as a means of identification. One 
path beginning at link 1 could be described by the sequence of link 
numbers 1,2,10,9. This path represents the links encountered in tra-
versing loop 1 in a clockwise direction. A second path can be repre-
sented by the sequence 1,2,10,5,6,7,8 and can be thought of as the path 
7 
Figure 5. Four·Loop Kinematic Chain 
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generated by combining loops 1, 3, and 4. Several other paths may also 
be found which originate at link 1. Each one of these paths can be 
thought of as a combination of either loop 1 or loop 4 (loops whi~h 
contain link 1) and one or more of the other loops of the chain, T~is 
point will be further illustrated in the next chapter. 
The foregoing provides sufficient background for an understanding 
of the path comparison method. The following chapters will describe 
the development of the path matrices and their applications. 
CHAPTER Ill 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHAIN PATH MATRIX 
In the previous chapter, a path was defined as the sequence of 
elements encountered in traversing a loop or combination of loops in a 
kinematic chain. In this chapter, the development of the Chain Path 
Matrix (CPM), which represents all possible paths in a chain, will be 
discussed and a computer program for generating the CPM will be de-
scribed. 
In order to derive any meaning from the numbers representing the 
links in a chain, it is desirable to be able to designate both the link 
type (binary, t~r~ary, quaternary, etc.) and the link number. To do 
,, 
this, a three or four digit integer will be used in which the ones and -· 
tens places represent t9e link number and the hundreds and thousands ,h_ 
....... ""f., 
places represent the linlq~ype. For example, link number 1 of chain 
' 
189 (Figure 6) is a ternary link and this fact will be reflected by 
placing a three in the hundreds place of its identifying number. Since 
it is also link number 1, the digits 01 will be placed in the tens and 
ones positions. The identifying number for link 1 will then be 301. 
Similarly, the identifying number for link 2 is 402 and for iink 3 is 
203. The thousands place of the identifying number will be used in 
later chapters to designate special elements inserted in the basic 
kinematic chain. 
The development of the CPM is based on a matrix called the loop 
q 
10 
Figure 6. Ten-Link Chain Number 189 
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matrix which represents the path around each loop of the chain. The 
path is developed in a clockwise direction as used here although the 
direction is immaterial as long as all paths are taken in the same di-
rection. Using the identifying numbers described above, the loop ma-
trix for chain 189 would appear as shown in Table I. The starting 
element for each row may be chosen at random since the beginning and 
end elements of each row are considered to be adjacent. 
The CPM will be composed of all possible combinations of the basic 
loops described by the loop matrix. The CPM will then be formed as 
shown in Table II and will identify every path or circuit which can be 
formed in the kinematic chain. In order for two loops to combine, 
they must ha.,e ~t least two el~~~~;~~'.'nunon, o~h~:::~~;.~ ~:ement ~ 
in the combine<!_p~t.h. would be repeated. Because of this restriction, 
-·-·-- ' ---~·. 
some of the combinations shown in Table II cannot be realized. When 
this case occurs, the row of the CPM representing that combination will 
be filled with zeroes to indicate that the path represented by that row 
does not exist. Based on the preceding, the CPM for chain 189 would be 
as shown in Table III. 
Technically, neither the loop matrix nor the CPM as shown are true 
matrices since they are not rectangular arrays. However, the arrays 
as used in the computer program are true matrices as shown be1ow. 
To develop the CPM by computer, the loop matrix is required as the ~ 
initial input. rn most cases, developing the loop matrix is a simple 
matter but, for a certain class of chains such as Group 64D as shown in 
Appendix A, problems arise. These chains have paths which cross one 
another an~, consequently, basic loops are not available. The loop 


















































301 209 406 207 208 
301 402 406 209 
402 210 305 406 
402 203 204 305 210 
TABLE II 








and 2 and 3 
and 2 and 4 
and 3 and 4 
and 3 and 4 
and 2 and 3 and 4 
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TABLE III 

















301 209 406 207 208 
301 402 406 209 
402 210 305 406 
402 203 204 305 210 
301 402 406 207 208 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
301 402 210 305 406 209 
0 0 0 0 0 
402 203 204 305 406 
301 402 210 305 406 207 208 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
301 402 203 204 305 406 209 
301 402 203 204 305 406 207 208 
TABLE IV 
COMPUTER LOOP MATRIX FOR CHAIN 189 
--301 209 406 . 207 -208 
301 402 406 209 0 
402 210 305 406 0 































arrived at by trial and error and no rules governing their development 
have become apparent. 
The loop matrix is read into the computer in the form of a matrix 
and forms the first four (in the case of the ten-link chains) rows of 
the CPM. Sufficient columns are available in the matrix to contain the 
longest row which may occur (10 elements in the case of the ten-link 
chains) plus two. _!~e two extra colu~_ri~_are ___ r~_quir~d_Jo~se in ~:_r-, \{ 
ta~~~p~r~t~()!!S_performed in comparing rows. Any elements of the ma-
trix which are not defined are filled with zeroes. As the loop matrix 
is read in, the number of non-zero elements in each row is counted and 
this number is stored in the last column of that row. Thus, the loop 
matrix (and the first four rows of the CPM for chain 189) would appear 
as shown in Table IV. 
To form the remaining rows of the CPM, combinations of the first 
rows must be taken. In combining rows, the following rules are ob-
served: 
1. If an el~ment is common to both rows and the elements on both 
sides of it are also common to both rows, that element will not appear 
in the combined row. For example, if rows 1 and 2 of Table IV are be-
ing combined, link 209 will not appear in the combined row since it is 
flanked by links 301 and 406 which are also common to both rows. Note 
that in row 2, 301 is considered to be adjacent to 209. 
2. If row A is to be combined with row B, the path sequence will 
begin with A1 (the first element in row A) and will continue to element 
Am' the first element encountered which is common to both rows. If 
rule 1 does not apply and if Am+l is the same as Bn-l (where Bn is the 
element in row B which is equivalent to Am)' the sequence will transfer 
to row B at element Bn and will continue in row B until similar con-
ditions permit a transfer back to row A to complete the path. 
3. If no transfer can be made between rows, the resulting com-
bined row will be filled with zeroes. 
To illustrate the above procedure, the combining of rows 2 and 3 
of the loop matrix for chain 189 (Table IV) will be performed step by 
step. 
1. The first element of row 2 (301) is not common to both rows 
and will thus become the first element of the combined row. 
15 
2. The second element of row 2 (402) is the same as the first 
element of row 3. Rule 2 is applied to determine if a transfer can be 
made. Since the third element in row 2 (406) is the same as the last 
element in row 3 (which is considered as preceding the first element in 
row 3) the transfer can be made. The second element in the combined 
row thus becomes 402. 
3. The sequence continues with elements 2 (210) and 3 (305) of 
row 3 since they are not common to both rows. At this point, the com-
bined row is: 
301 402 210 305. 
4. The next element in row 3 (406) is common to both rows. Rule 
2 is applied and, since the element following 406 in row 3 (402) is the 
same as the element preceding 406 in row 2, the sequence transfers back 
to row 2 and 406 becomes the fifth element of the combined row. 
5. The sequence then continues in row 2 until the starting ele-
ment is encountered. (When the sequence reaches the last element of a 
row, it starts over at the first element. Therefore, the first element 
of the row will be encountered after the last element of the row.) 
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6. The remainder of the combined row is filled with zeroes and 
the number of non-zero elements stored in the last column. The result-
ing row is: 
301 402 210 305 406 209 0 0 0 0 0 6. 
This row agrees with row 8 of the CPM as shown in Table III. 
Rows 5 through 10 of the CPM are similarly derived. Row 11 of the 
CPM represents the combination of rows 1, 2, and 3 of the loop matrix. 
This combination can most easily be obtained by combining row 1 of the 
C~M with row 8 of the CPM (the combination of rows 2 and 3) or by corn-
bining row 3 with row 5 (the combination of rows 1 and 2). Since one 
or more of the combined rows mentioned above may be zero, the computer 
tests the rows to be combined and uses the first pair which have non-
of the CPM are generated in this manner. The row combinations used for 
the ten-link chains appear in Table V. 
17 
TABLE V 
ROW COMBINATIONS USED IN FORMING THE CPM FOR TEN-LINK CHAINS 
ROW # Combined Rows 
5 1 and 2 
6 1 and 3 
7 1 and 4 
8 2 and 3 
9 2 and 4 
10 3 and 4 
11 1 and 8 or 5 and 3 
12 4 and 5 or 7 and 2 
13 10 and 1 or 3 and 7 
14 8 and 4 or 2 and 10 
15 5 and 10 or 6 and 9 or 7 and 8 or 12 and 3 
or 13 and 2 or 14 and 1 
CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF THE MECHANISM PATH MATRIX 
Theory 
Once the CPM has been formed for a given chain, it represents the 
sequence of links encountered in traversing each possible path in the 
chain. The CPM could be used directly in comparing two chains but the 
procedure would involve checking each row in one matrix against each 
row in the other matrix and cycling one of the rows several times for 
each comparison. A method which will eliminate a great deal of the [' 
comparisons made in the above procedure is based on the premise that if J 
~ec~a~_i s~- ~ormed f roII1 __ ~1:~ __ :_h~~~-~~-~-~nt_i~~-l_-~-~ a __ ~e_:_~~~-s~ f o~ed__ }f 
from a second chain, the two chains are equivalent. Conversely, if a 
---·------·-------- '" 
mechanism_ formed from one chain is not equivalent to any mechanism 
formed from the second chain, the chains are ~ot equivalent. The prob-
lem thus becomes one of representing mechanisms and then, comparing two 
mechanisms. 
As defined previously, a mechanism is created when one link of a 
kinematic chain is fixed with respect to ground. The configuration can 
be completely defined by defining all paths in the chain which :1..pcludt 
the fixed link. It will prove to be advantageous to use the fixed link 
as the starting element for each of the paths. A Mechanism Path Matrix 
(M_!1ML_whi.ch_.describes. _.t_hf:!~~nism formed_ by fixing a specific~i . 
developed by using_~~_}lo_5-e rows in the CPM which contain the fixed · 
___ , __ .. ..---··· --~--____ ..,.,~__,-- . . .. ---- .. ,,.. ·-···--., .. ---· ·-···--·---- --~-·--·-- ·- ----- --------------------
1 '2 
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link and by cycling each row so that the fixed link is the first ele-
ment in the row. Table VI shows the CPM formed for chain 189 and Table 
VII, the MPM representing the mechanism formed by fixing lirtk 1 of 
chain 189. 
When comparing two paths, the sequen_ce of l_~_".1_~-~ypes !_~~~_!:er~.Q. 1 
in traversing the paths is the factor which determines whether or not ii 
I 
-- - . ---- ----- ---···-- ----------- ---- ---- - ----- -· -· ···------i· 
the paths are equi~~!_~nt. Consequently, once the MPM is formed, the 
link numbers may be dropped leaving only the matrix of link types. 
Table VIII shows the MPM of Table VII reduced to a matrix of link 
types. The term Mechanism Path Matrix (MPM) will mean the matrix of 
link types in all following discussion. 
To proceed further, the definition of equivalent paths must be es-
:::::::d :nc=~:~~s ~:r:r::::::::n:h:f f ~:~t0:;:~I::t~~~::~:·:~:~~-:-i_?n ~ 
is the same as the sequence of elements encountered in traversing the \ 
---- ~------·----··. _,..-*-~----._ .. --~··-'"" ·----··------·-~ ·--- ···----- -- ·····--· ----~------ c 
second path in the same or opposite direction. That is, when comparing 
•• - --·-<' _ _..--- .. ______________________ "'-
rows of two MPM 1 s, the path represented by the sequence 2 3 2 3 4 is 
equivalent to the path represented by the sequence 2 4 3 2 3. 
The equivalency of two MPM's, and therefore two mechanisms, will 
be established -~f--:~~~:~w __ }~ __ ()_!l_~__p-~~!-~J(_h.CI-~ _an e_q1:1.~~le~~~~~ 
the other path matrix, each row bein used .only once. Obviously, then, 
........... -~ ---· --~-- ., ____ .,.~---."----·-------.-_____--.,___.,,. -----~·-· ... 
for two MPM' s to be equivalent they must have the same number of rows ~/ 
and equivalent rows must contain the same number of non-zero elements.I~ 
' 
Only after these two conditions are satisfied is it necessary to com- f 
pare sequences within two rows. 
To illustrate the comparison of two MPM' s, mechanisms _l a~d 5 of 
chain 189 will be compared. The MPM for mechanism 5 is shown in Table 
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TABLE VI 
COMPUTER CPM FOR CHAIN 189 
--501 209 406 207 208 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
~01 402 406 209 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 4 
402 210 305 406 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
402 203 204 305 210 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
.,)01 402 406 207 208 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,361 402 210 305 406 . 209 0 0 0 0 0 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
402 203 204 305 406 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
.,3'61 402 210 305 406 207 208 0 0 0 0 7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~;}01 402 203 204 305 406 209 0 0 0 0 7 
,)bl 402 203 204 305 406 207 208 0 0 0 8 
TABLE VII 
MPM FOR MECHANISM 1 OF CHAIN 189 
301 209 406 207 208 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
301 402 406 209 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
301 402 406 207 208 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
301 402 210 305 406 209 0 0 0 0 0 6 
JOl 402 210 305 406 207 208 0 0 0 0 7 
301 402 203 204 305 406 209 0 0 0 0 7 
301 402 203 204 305 406 207 208 0 0 0 8 
TABLE VIII 
MPMOF TABLE VII REDUCED TO MATRIX OF LINK TYPES 
3 2 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
3 4 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
3 4 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
3 4 2 3 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 6 
3 4 2 3 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 7 
3 4 2 2 3 4 2 0 0 0 0 7 
3 4 2 2 3 4 2 2 0 0 0 8 
IX and will be compared with the MPM in Table VIII. 
First, the two matrices have the same number of rows thus justify-
ing further comparisons. Row 1 of Table VIII contains 5 elements and, 
therefore, may be equivalent to either row 2 or row 4 of Table IX. It 
is found to be equivalent to row 2 of Table IX. Similarly, ~.~E-~QW. ... Qf_, 
--
equi"a!en~- ~~-a row in Tabl'=···I~- jind vice i Table VIII is found to be 
versa. Therefore, the two mechanisms are equivalent. 
~
As mentioned previously, two chains can be compared by comparing 
mechanisms formed from them. However, other initial comparisons will 
determine whether or not comparison of mechanisms is warranted. Ob-
viously, the t'!~~in~ !!1~.St --~~---!~~~1_!1~_!1_\1.~!?~~-~-links and the same {r) ;;,? 
/.' 
number of each type of link. Also, the CPM's must have the same number 
________ .;..,:.. ___ . _..., ···--··----.. -----·--------
of rows thus indicating that the two chains have the same num1l!.r.._of 
- ···- ' ~· . -·-··-·-·-- ~·----~-·-~-·~ -----.. ----- ... -
paths. Once these conditions have been met, mechanisms from each chain 
-----should be chosen for comparison. The choice of mechanisms will often 
reduce the number of comparisons required. 
For two mechanisms to be equivalent they must have the same~. \I 
of fixed link. Thus, choosing the link type which appears least fre-
__. 
quently in the chain will limit the number of mechanisms compared. For 
example, if two chains are to be compared and each chain has only one 
quarternary link, the only mechanisms whichihave to be compared are 
those formed from fixing the quarternary link. 
Computer Development of the MPM 
Subroutine MECH (Appendix D) uses the CPM to develop the MPM for 
each mechanism derived from a given chain. To do this, it takes each 








MPM FOR MECHANISM 5 OF CHAIN 189 
3 :4 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
3 2 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
3 4 2 3 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 6 
3 4 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
3 4 2 2 3 4 2 0 0 0 0 7 
3 4 2 3 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 7 
3 4 2 2 3 4 2 2 0 0 0 8 
contain that link. As the MPM is formed, each row is cycled so that 
the fixed link appears as the first element. In addition, the number 
of rows in each MPM is determined and this number is stored in the 
(N-l)st column of the first row of the MPM. This permits a rapid de-
termination of the number of rows when the MPM 1 s are being compared. 
Computer Comparison of MPM's 
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Subroutine MECCOM (Appendix E) compares MPM's using the comparison 
procedure described earlier in this chapter as may be seen from the 
flow chart in Appendix E. An array of MPM' s such as that developed by 
Subroutine MECH serves as the input to MECCOM. Each MPM is compared 
with all other MPM's and the results stored in array !EQUIV. 
Two features are incorporated in Subroutine MECCOM which are not 
used in comparing the MPM's as they have been described thus far. 
1. Provisions are made for cycling one of two rows being compared. 
This feature is used in comparing modified MPM's described in following 
chapters. 
2. Provisions are made for zeroing certain rows of array JSTORE 
and then compacting the non-zero rows. This feature is used in the de-
velopment of the modified MPM's described in following chapters. 
Computer Program for Determining the Ten-Link Mechanisms 
The main program and subroutines (other than LOOP, MECH, and 
MECCOM) used in determining the ten link mechanisms are shown in Ap-
pendix~ f. One page of the output obtained for chains 1 through 25 is 
shown in Table X. In Table X, the columns represent link numbers one 
through ten and the rows represent the chain being described. An entry 
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TABLE X 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR TEN-LINK MECHANISMS 
LINK f\U~BER 
CHAIN II l J 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 110 II UNIQUE MECHANISMS 
-----+t---t---t---+---+---+--+---+---+---+---++---------~--------
1 II Ill l3lllll3IJI 1«;11 3 
-------tt---+---t---+---+---+---t---+---+---t---++-----------------
2 II Ill I I I IJJ4161511 s 
-------tt---+---+---+--+---+---+---+---t---+---++-----------------
3 l r I I I I I I I I I 11 10 
------+t---+---+---+---+---+----t---+---+---+---t+-----------,-------
4 II I I I 312111 I I I 11 7 
-------++---+---+---t---+---+---+--+---+---+---++------------------
5 11 I I I I I I I I I 11 . 10 
-------++--+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+t------------------
6 11 I I I I I I I I • 11 10 
------++---+---+---+---+---+---+---+----t---+---t+------------------
7 11 I I I I I I I I I 11 10 
-------++---+---+---+---+--+---+---+---+---+---++-----------------
8 IJ I I 2 I l I I I 6 I 5 J I 9 II 5 
-------++---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+--+--t+---------------~-
9 II I I 2 I l I I 5 I J 5 I 5 I 1 II 4 
------tt---+---+-·--+---+---+---+--+----+---+--t+----------------
10 11 I I 2 I l I I I I 5 I 6 I 1 11 5 . 
-------t+---+---+-~-+---+---+---t---t--t---+---++-----------------
11 II I I I I I I I I I 11 10 
-------++---+---+---+---+---+---t---+---+---+---+t------------------
12 11 I I I J I I I I I 11 10 
-------++---+---t---+---+--t--+---+.---+---+---++-----------------
13 I I I I I I I I I I I 11 10 
-------++---+---t---+---+---t----t---+---+---+---t+------------------
14 11 I I I I I I I I I 11 10 
---------++--+---+---+---+---+--+----t---+----t---+t-------------.----
15 11 I I I I I I I I I 11 10 
-------++---+--+---+---+---+---+---+--+---+---tt------------------
16 11 I I I 3 I 2 I l I I I 7 I 11 6 
-------++---+---+---+---+--+---+--·-+---+---+---++-----------------
17 11 I I I 2 I l I I I I I c; 11 7 
-------++---+---+---+---+---t----t---+---+---+---+t------------------
18 11 I I I I I I I I I 11 .10 
-------++---+---+---+---+---t---+---+----+---+---++-------~-----~----
19 II I I I I I I I I I 11 . ·' lo , 
-------+t---+--+--+---+---+---+---+--+---t---+t--------~---------
20 I I I I I 1 I I I I I 11 . · 10 . , 
--------++---+---+---+---+---t---i---+---t----t--tt'."'-~--------------
21 11 I I 2 I l I I I I I I 9 11 7 
------+i---t--i----f---+--+----i----t----t---t---t+-,-----,------;-----
22 11 I I I I J I I I I 11 . 10 . · 
-------t+---+---+---i---+---+---+---+---+--~+---t-t-~------~---~-----
23 I J I 1 I I I 4 I J I l I 4 I 4. I 3 11 · · .. 3 . 
-------ti---t---+---+---t---+---+---t---+----t---+t~----~------------
24 I I I I I l I 2 I l I I I a I 7 I I 5 
-------t+---t---t---+---t---+---t---+---+---+--+t-~-----~----------
25 11 I I l I I 0 I 5 I 1t I l I I ~ 11 6 
i 
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in any column indicates that the link designated by that column is 
equivalent to the link number entered in the column. For example, in 
row 1 representing chain 1, links 2, 5, and 6 are equivalent to link 1, 
links 4, 7, and 8 are equivalent to link 3, and link 10 is equivalent 
to link 9. A blank entry indicates that the mechanism formed by fixing 
the link corresponding to the column number is a unique mechanism. For 
chain 1 there are three blank columns indicating that fixing links 1, 
3, or 9 will give three unique mechanisms. Fixing any other link will 
result in a mechanism equivalent to one of the above three. The total 
number of unique mechanisms for each chain is reflected in the last 
column. 
The entire program for developing the ten-link mechanisms took 6 
minutes and 50 seconds to run on an IBM 360 Model 50 computer. The 
total number of unique mechanisms obtained was 1836. 
CHAPTER V 
CHAINS WITH SPRINGS 
In Chapter I it was indicated that the CPM is useful in converting 
basic kinematic chains into chains with various elements such as springs 
and cams. In this chapter, the development of chains with springs will 
be covered. 
Theory 
Two binary links connected by a revolute pair may be replaced by a 
spring as shown in Figure 7. In the CPM, this configuration would ap-
pear as two adjacent binary links in one or more rows. If a spring is 
designated by a type number, for example 11, then the two numbers 
representing the binary links can be replaced by the single number 
representing the spring. 
From Figure 6 it can be seen that links 3 and 4 and links 7 and 8 
of chain 189 can be replaced by springs. This information is also ap-
parent in Table VI which shows the CPM for chain 189. In the CPM, bi-
nary links 3 and 4 are seen to be adjacent in rows 4, 10, 14, and 15 
and binary links 7 and 8 are seen to be adjacent in rows 1, 5, 11, and 
15. Thus, from the CPM it would appear that chain 189 can yield two 
chains with one spring, one with links 3 and 4 replaced by a spring and 
one with links 7 and 8 replaced by a spring. It is evident from Figure 
6 that these two chains are equivalent due to the symmetry of chain 
27 
Figure 7. Two Binary Links Replaced by a Spring 
189. However, a procedure must be devised to determine syrmnetry from 
the CPM. 
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If links 3 and 4 are replaced by a spring and an MPM formed as if 
· the spring were a fixed link, the MPM would then represent all paths 
originating at the spring. Similarly, an MPM can be formed for the 
chain with links 7 and 8 replaced by a spring. The two MPM' s would ap-
pear as shown in Tables XI and XII. The two MPM's are identical thus 
indicating that the two chains are equivalent. 
To obtain a chain with two springs, both pairs of binary links are 
replaced with springs in the CPM. To compare the resulting chain with 
another chain containing two springs, the MPM's representing each spring 
could be compared. However, the same result may be obtained by using a 
modified MPM consisting of the combination of the individual MPM 1 s· for 
each spring. That is, the modified MPM will contain each row of the 
CPM which contains either spring or both springs. The modified MPM 
representing chain 189 is shown in Table XIII. Since the modified MPM 
does not represent the paths originating from a single element, the 
procedure for comparing two modified MPM's must be changed. Essential-
ly, what is required is that, before deciding that two rows are not 
equivalent, a row containing two springs must be compared first with 
one spring as the first element and second, with the other spring as 
the first element. In Table XIII, only the last row contains two 
springs and the row would be the same regardless of which spring was 
used as the first element. However, for two rows, A and B, as shown in 
Table XIV, one of the rows must be cycled to obtain an equivalence. if 
row B is cycled as shown in the table, it becomes the same as row A 
read in reverse. Thus the two rows are equivalent. 
~·~~~ 
TABLE XI 
MPM.FOR CHAIN 189 WITH LINKS 3 AND 4 REPLACED BY A SPRING 
11 3 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 3 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 3 4 2 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 
11 3 4 2 2 3 4 0 0 0 0 
TABLE XII 



























































2 4 0 0 0 0 0 
2 4 0 0 0 0 0 
4 4 0 0 0 0 0 
4 4 0 0 0 0 0 
4 2 3 4 0 0 0 
4 2 3 4 0 0 0 
4 11 3 4 0 0 0 
TABLE XIV 
















































ROW B CYCLED 11 3 3 4 11 4 3 
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In the last chapter, it was mentioned that a certain portion of 
Subroutine MECCOM was used for cycling rows when required for the com-
parison of certain modified MPM's. That portion of MECCOM performs the 
cycling described above and permits comparison of modified MPM's repre-
senting any number of special elements. The number of times any row is 
cycled is limited to the number of identical special elements inserted 
in the chain. If a chain contained three springs, for example, a row 
would not be cycled more than three times. 
Computer Program for Developing Chains With Springs 
The computer program for developing chains with springs is shown 
in Appendix G along with a description of the variables used. The pro-
gram performs the process of adding springs to a chain by proceeding as 
follows: 
1. The loop matrix is read in and converted to the CPM. (Sub-
routine LOOP) 
2. The CPM is examined and the pairs of links to be replaced by 
springs are assigned a number and stored in array LPAIR. (Subroutine 
SPRLOC) 
3. The identification of the possible springs is printed out. 
(Subroutine ARRAY) 
4. MPM's are developed for a single spring at each one of the lo-
cations determined in step 2 and are stored in array MX. (Subroutine 
SPRNGl).: 
5. The MPM's are compared and the equivalent chains identified. 
The results of the comparison are printed out and the unique chains, 
identified by the spring number assigned in step 2, are stored in array 
JSTORE. (Subroutine MECCOM) 
6. A second spring is added to the unique chains identified in 
step 5 and the modified MPM's formed. (Subroutine ~PRING2) 
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7. The modified MPM's are compared and the unique chains identi-
fied as in step 5. (Subroutine MECCOM) 
8. Additional springs are added and unique chains determined un-
til the chain can accept no more springs. (Subroutines SPRNG3 and-
SPRNG4)·.-
A sample print out for chain 189 with springs is shown in Table 
XV, A sununary of results obtained from the ten-link chains is shown in 
Table XVI. 
TABLE XV 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR CHAIN 189 WITH SPRINGS 
CHAIN 189 
••••••••••• 
IDENTIFICATION OF SPRINGS 
SPRING# l 2 
LI NKl, lINK2 .3, 4 I 1, a I 




NUMBER OF LNIQUE CHAINS - l 
IDENTIFICATION OF CHAINS wlTH TWO SPRl~GS 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
CHAIN# I l 
SPRINGS I 1,2 
EQUIVALENT CHAINS 
HNE 
NUMBER OF LNIQUE CHAINS - l 
NOTE: "LINK.l, LINK,.-2" indicates the links replaced by the spring. 
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TABLE XVI 
TEN-LINK CHAINS WITH SPRINGS 
Total number of 10-link chains with 1 spring 
Total number of 10-link chains with 2 springs 
Total number of 10-link chains with 3 springs 







CHAINS WITH PULLEYS AND BELTS 
Theory 
A ternary link with two binary links connected to it can be co~­
verted to a pulley and belt as shown in Figure 8. In the CPM, such an 
arrangement of links would appear as a ternary link with a binary link 
on each side of it. If the ternary link is replaced by some type num-
ber designating a pulley, say ll .again, and th~ binary links are re-
placed by some type number representing a belt, say 12, the CPM will 
then represent the chain with one pulley. An MPM can be formed using 
the pulley as the starting element for each path and will serve as a 
mea~s of comparing one chain with a pulley to a second chain with a 
pulley. 
As an example of the above, consider link 1 of chain 189 (Figure 
6). Since it is a ternary link connected to two binary links, it can 
be converted to a pulley and belt. This fact is reflected in row 1 of 
the CPM for chain 189 as shown in Table VI where 301 appears between 
208 and 209. To develop the MPM with link 1 converted to a pulley, 301 
must be converted to 11 everywhere it appears in the CPM. Similarly, 
links 208 and 209 must be converted to 12 wherever they appear. The 
MPM with the above conversions completed is shown in Table XVII. 
Some kinematic chains may contain several pulleys just as some may 
contain several springs. However, some rules must be established to 
~. 





MPM FOR CHAIN 189 WITH LINK 1 CONVERTED TO A PULLEY 
AND LINKS 8 AND 9 CONVERTED TO A BELT 
11 ·· 12 4 2 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
11 4 4 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
11 4 4 2 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
11 4 2 3 4 12 0 0 0 0 0 6 
11 4 2 3 4 2 12 0 0 0 0 7 
11 4 2 2 3 4 12 0 0 0 0 7 
11 4 2 2 3 4 2 12 0 0 0 8 
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prevent the chain from becoming a structure. The rules established in 
converting the ten-link chains to chains with pulleys are given below 
and illustrated in the referenced figures. 
1. A ternary link joined to three binary links may be converted 
to three different pulley/belt combinations. However, no two of these 
can exist simultaneously. (Figure 9) 
2. Two pulleys may share a common belt, but two binary links con-
nected by a revolute pair may not be converted to a single belt. 
(Figure 10) 
Computer Program for Converting Basic Kinematic Chains 
to Chains with Pulleys and Belts 
Essentially, the same procedure is followed in developing chains 
with pulleys as was followed in the preceding chapter where springs 
were used. ~he possible locations for pulleys are determined and then, 
the pulleys are added one at a time to establish the chains. Sub-
routine PULLOC, which determines the pulley/belt locations, and Sub-
routine PUL3, which develops the modified MPM for chains with three 
pulleys, are shown in Appendix H. Subroutines for adding more or less 
pulleys follow the same procedures as PUL3. The entire program for 
adding pulleys is the same as the program for adding springs (Appendix 
G) except that Subroutine PULLOC would replace Subroutine SPRLOC and 
Subroutines PULl, PUL2, PUL3, and PUL4 would replace Subroutines 
SPRNGl, SPRNG2, SPaNG3., and SPRNG4. AU other subroutines are un-
changed except for format statements. The computer print out for chain 
189 with pulleys is shown in Table XVIII. A summary of the results ob-
tained for the ten-link chains with pulleys appears in Table XIX. 
2 
:PzoR ~OR 
I 3 1F 
Figure 9. Ternary Link with 3 Binary Links 
Converted to Pulleys 
Figure 10. Ternary Links Sharing a Binary L0ink 
Converted to Pulleys and B.elt · 
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TABLE XVlll 
SAMPLE ... OlfTPtrr· · •Im CHAIN·.• 18-9.:wtTll-,.ULLEYS 
CHAIN 189 
••********* 
fOENTIFICATION OF PULLEYS 
PULLEY# 1 2 
PULLEYCBELT,BELTtl lC 8, 9)1 5( 4,1011 




NUMBER OF UNIQUE CHAINS - 1 
IDENTIFlCATlON OF CHAINS WITH TWO PULLEYS 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
CHA INll I 1 
PULLEYS I 1,2 
EQUIVALENT CHAINS 
NONI:-
NUMBER OF UNIQUE CHAINS - 1 
NOTE: "PULLEY (BELT, BELT)" refers to the link replaced by a 




TEN-LINK CijAINS WITH PULLEYS 
Total number of 10-link chains with 1 pulley 358 
Total number of 10-link chains with 2 pulleys 240 
Total number of 10-link chains with 3 pulleys 58 
Total number of 10-link chains with 4 pulleys 7 
CHAPTER VII 
CHAINS WITH CAM PAIRS 
A binary link and two revolute pairs may be converted to a cam 
pair as shown in Figure 11. In a basic kinematic chain, all links are 
joined by revolute pairs, therefore, each binary link may be replaced 
by a cam pair. If a cam pair is represented by a type number, say 11, 
the CPM may be converted to an MPM representing a chain with one cam 
pair simply by replacing a binary link with the number 11. Additional 
cam pairs may be added and modified MPM's formed subject to the re-
striction t~at two adjacent binary links cannot be simultaneously con-
verted to cam pairs. This means that, in Figure 11, links 2 and 3 can-
not both be converted to cam pairs. 
The computer program for developing chains with cam pairs follows 
the same pattern as those for springs and for pulleys and belts. Sub-
routine CAMLOC, which locates the cam positions, and Subroutine CAM3, 
which corresponds to SPRNG3 and PUL3 in.previous chapters, are shown 
in Appendix I. The computer print out for chain 189 with cam pairs is 
shown in Table XX. A swmnary of the results obtained for the ten-link 








SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR CHAIN 189 WITH CAM PAIRS 
CHAIN iec; 
••••••••••• 
IDENTIFICITIC~ OF CAM PAIRS 
CA~M I 1 2 5 6 
----------------------------·--~~~-Ll~I< • 3 1 8 9 10 




2= " 5• 6 
~L~BER CF ~NIQUE CHAl~S - 3 
IDENTIFICATIO~ OF CHAl~S WITH TWO CAM PAIRS 
.............................. ~ ........... . 
Ct-: A I~ I I 1 I 2 · I 3 It 
-------.----------------------.,.----------------~~-CAMS 1,3 I 11'- I 1,5 le6 
CHAIN# I 6 1 8 9 
--------------------------~-----~-~------------CA~S j 2ele 2e5 ) 216 
EQUIVALENT CHAINS 
NUMBER Of' LNIQUE CHAINS - 8 






,.,A·~· I 1 2 3 I " . ' I I 5 I 
----------------------------------------~------~~~-·; CAMS lt3t5 1,3,6 1,lt,5 1. l,'t,6,. ·I f,5,6, 
·' 
Ct.AIN• I 6 I 1 8 
... ------~--------------------CAMS I 2,1e,5 I 2,4,6 21516 
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TABLE XX (Continued) 
NUMBEP Cf UNl~UE C~AINS - 6 
ICENTlflCAJION Of CHAINS WITH FOUR CAM PAIRS 
•••+++++++++•+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
CHAIN# I l I 2 3 
-------------------------------------------------CAMS 1131~16 I 1141516 2141516 
EQLIVALENT CHAINS 
l\CNE 
l\U~BEP GF LNl~UE CHAINS - 3 
lllENT IFICATION OF CHAINS hlTH FIVE CAM PAIRS 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 






TEN-LINK CHAINS WITH CAM PAIRS 
Total number of 10-link chains with 1 cam pair 913 
Total number of 10-link chains with 2 cam pairs 1661 
Total number of 10-link chains with 3 cam pairs 1415 
Total number of 10-link chains with 4 cam pairs 624 
Total number of 10-link chains with 5 cam pairs 121 
Total number of 10-link chains with 6 cam pairs 10 
CHAPTER VIII 
CHAINS WITH PRISM PAIRS 
A prism pair may replace a revolute pair in a kinematic chain thus 
permitting linear motion rather than rotary motion. If a prism pair is 
represented by a specific type number, say 11 once more, converting the 
CPM to represent a chain with one prism pair becomes a simple matter of 
inserting the 11 between the two links to be joined by the prism pair. 
The MPM is then formed from each row of the CPM containing a prism pair. 
Chains with two prism pairs may also be formed in the same manner and a 
modified Ml'M used for comparison of those chains just as in previous 
chapters. 
If more than two prism pairs are added to a chain, care must be 
taken to insure that the mobility of the chain is retained. If three 
prism pairs are inserted in a circuit or path with only four links, the 
mobility of the chain is no longer retained. Similarly, four prism 
pairs in a circuit consisting of five links will result in that cir-
cuit becoming underconstrained although constrained motion is achieved 
with three prism pairs (with non-parallel axes). Since every path 
represented in the CPM actually represents a complete circuit, the re-
quirement for mobility reduces to the rule that no path may contain 
more than n-2 prism pairs where n is the number of links in the path. 
Thus, to insure that mobility of a chain is maintained when adding more 
than two prism pairs, each row of the CPM must be checked to determine 
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if it will contain more than n-2 prism pairs. 
The computer program for developing chains with prism pairs is 
similar to those developed in previous chapters. Subroutine JOINT lo-
cates all joints in the chain and identifies them according to the 
links incident to that joint. For example, the joint connecting links 
2 and 3 in a chain would be identified by the notation 2-3. 
Subroutine PRISM2 demonstrates the logic used in developing chains 
with multiple prism pairs. As was the case with double joints, the 
number of chains with more than two pr~sm pairs which may be developed 
from a single basic kinematic chain becomes very large and therefore, 
the program used for the ten-link chains was limited to two prism 
pairs. For this reason, the test for mobility was not included in the 
program. Subroutines JOINT and PRISM2 are shown in Appendix J. The 
computer print out for chain 189 with prism pairs appears in Table 
XXII. A sunrnary of the results obtained for all ten-link chains with 
prism pairs is shown in Table XXIII. 
TABLE XXII 
SAMPLE OUTPUt FOR. CHAIN 189 WITH PRISM PAIRS 
CHAIN 189 · 
••••••••••• 
IDENTIFICATION OF JOINT~ 
JOINT# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
---------------------------------------------------------------LINK!, LINK2 I 11 2 I 11 8 I l, 9 I 2, 3 I 21 6 I 2,10 I 3, 4 I 
· JOINT# 8 9 10 11 12 13 
----------------------------------------------------~--~ LINKl1 LINK2 I 4, 5 I 5, 6 I 5110 I 6, 7 I 61 9 I 1, a I 









NUMBER OF UNIQUE CHAINS - 7 
IDENTIFICATION OF CHAINS WITH TWO ~RISM ~AIRS 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
CHA IN# I 1 2 I 3 4 I . 5 
--------------------------------~----------------------------~ PULLEYS I 112 113 I 114 115 1,6 
CHAIN# I 6 7 8 9 
--------------..-------------------:-----~--------~~-----~~-----91!" 
PULLEYSI 117 118 l.19 · t .1110 l;ll ;I' 
CHAIN# I 11 12 I 13 14 I I 15 : 
--~-----------------------~--------------~----------------~--- ' PULLEYS! 1112 1113 I 213. 214 .. :'.I 215, 
CHA IN# I 16 17 18 19 20 
. ' 
--------------------------------------------------------------PULLEYS I 218 
NOTE: The word "PULLEYS" should read "JOINTS" in this table. 
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TABL8 XXII (Continued) 
CHAIN 189 (CONTINUED) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CHAIN# I 21 I 22 23 24 25 
--------------------------------------------------------------PULLEYS I 2, 11 2,12 2,13 3,4 3,5 
CHAIN# I 26 n 2ff 29 30 
----------------------------:i-----------·-----------------------
PULLEYS I 3,6 3,7 3,6 3,9 3' 10 
CHA IN# I 31 32 H 34 35 
PULLfVS I .3t11 3,12 3 ,13 4,5 4,6 
CHAIN/I I 36 H 38 39 40 
--------------------------------------------------------------PlJLLfVSI 4,7 4,8 4,9 4,10 4, ll 
CHAIN# I 41 42 4_3 44 45 
--------------------------------------------------------------PIJll.f vs I 4,12 4.13 5,6 5,7 5,8 
C 1-11\ IN II I 46 '• 1 4 B 49 50 
PULUVSI 5,9 ~tlO 5' ll 5,12 5,13 
Cl-IA IN II I 51 52 53 54 55 
--------------------------------------------------------------PULLEYS I 6,7 
CHAIN# I 56 
PlJLU'VSI 6, 12 









15= '• 5 
20=28 
21 '=37 
6,8 6,9 6, 10 6tl l 
57 58 59 60 














43 .. 49 
44=50 
57=62 
T~LE XXII. (Continued) 
NUMBER OF UNIQUE CHAINS -43 
50 
TABLE XXlll 
TEN-LINK CHAINS WITH PRISM PAIRS 
Total number of 10-link chains with 1 prism pair 





CHAINS WITH DOUBLE JOINTS 
Theory 
Ternary and higher links may be converted to links with double 
joints by reducing a side between two revolute pairs to zero. Some 
examples of this are shown in Figure 12. When a double joint is added, 
care must be taken to insure that the chain retains a single degree of 
freedom. Rules ro prevent all or part of a chain from becoming a 
structure are as follows: 
1. No loop may be reduced to only three links. (Figure 13) 
2. No two paths, each containing only four links, may have three 
links in common. In Figure 14, this rule is demonstrated by loops 2 
and 3. Initially, loop 2 contains 5 links, but, when a double joint is 
added such that links 7 and 5 are joined, loop 2 is reduced to four 
links. The portion of the chain composed of loops 2 and 3 becomes a 
struct.ure which cannot move. (Although the figure shows an eight-link 
cha~n, this rule was derived from, and applied to, the ten-link chains). 
In the discussion that follows, double joints will be identified 
by a set of numbers of the form 1(2,3). The first number represents 
the link which has one side reduced to zero and will be referred to as 
the base link. The two numbers in parentheses represent the two links 
joined to the base link at the double joint. For example, the double 







Figure 12. Addition of Double Joint to Basic Kinematic Chain 
4 
Figure 13. Demonstration of Rule 1 for Double Joints 
Figure 14. Demonstration of Rule 2 for Double Joints 
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Since double joints can be formed with any ternary or higher link, 
all possible double joints in a chain can be easily located by use of 
the CPM. In a row of the CPM, any link other than a binary link may be 
a base link, in which case, the two links adjacent to it become the 
other links incident at the double joint. For example, possible double 
joints found from the first two rows of the CPM for chain 189 (Table 
VI) are 1(8,9), 6(7,9), 1(2,9), 2(1,6), and 6(2,9). Some of these can-. 
not actually be used due to rule 1 or 2 above. A double joint at po-
sition 1(2,9) would reduce row 2 of the CPM to a row with only three 
links (link 1 would effectively be removed from that path) thus violat-
ing rule 1. Positions 2(1,6) and 6(2,9) can~ot be used for the same 
reason. 
As in previous chapters, if a double joint is represented by a 
' 
specific type number such as 11, an MPM may be developed which repre-
sents the chain with a double joint• In forming the MPM, the base link 
is replaced by the number 11 in those rows where it is flanked by the 
incident links. In other rows where the base link and only one of the 
incident links appear, the number 11 is inserted between the base link 
and .the incident link. Table XXIV shows the MPM (with complete link 
identification numbers) for chain 189 with a double joint at position 
1(8,9). The double joint is represented by 1100 to conform with the 
convention that the type number appears in the hundreds ancYthousands 
places. 
Once the MPM has been established, chains with one double joint 
may be compared just as chains with other special elements. Additional 
double joints may al5o be added and modified MPM's formed. However, 
for each double joint added, the rules for mobility mu~t be reapplied, 
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TABLE XXIV 
MPM FOR CHAIN 189 WITH DOUBLE JOINT A? POSITION 1(8,9) 
1100 209 406 207 208 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
1100 301 402 406 209 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
1100 301 402 406 207 208 0 0 0 0 0 6 
1100 301 402 210 305 406 209 0 0 0 0 7 
1100 301 402 210 305 406 207 208 0 0 0 8 
1100 301 402 203 204 305 406 209 0 0 0 8 
1100 301 402 203 204 305 406 207 208 0 0 9 
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In addition, a third restriction that arises when more than one double 
joint is used is that no two double joints may have two elements in 
common. That is, they may not share two links. For the chain shown in 
Figure 21 (b), joints 4(3,7) and 4(5,8) could exist simultaneously but 
4(3,7) and 4(3,5) could not. The combination of position 4(3,7) and 
4(3,8) would, in effect, create a triple joint which is not considered 
here. 
Computer Pro~ram for Developing Chains With Double Joints 
The basic program for developing chains with double joints follows 
the same pattern as previous programs. Subroutine DBLOC, which locates 
the positions of double joints, and subroutine DBL2, which const:tttcts 
the modified MPM for chains with two double joints, appear in Appendix 
K. Subroutine DBL2 also tests for mobility by calling Subroutines 
LNKCNT and MOBCK. The computer print out for chain 189 with double 
joints appears in Table XXV. 
The ten-link chains with more than two double joints were not de-
veloped due to the time required to perform the computations. In test-
ing the program, it was found that a number of the ten-link chains 
would each produce in excess of 130 chains with three double joints. 
The computer time required to compare these chains runs into hours and 
was therefore not attempted. A summary of the results obtained for the 
ten-link chains with double joints appears in Table XXVI. 
TABLE XXV 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR CHAIN 189 WITH DOUBLE JOINTS 
CHAIN 189 
••••••••••• 
IDENTIFICATION OF DOUBLE JOINTS 
JOJNTI 1 2 3 
------~----------------,---------
4 
8ASECLINK1,LINK2)1 11 a, 9)1 1( 8, 211 21 ltlOll 2( 1, 3)1 
J(]lf\T# 5 6 1 8 
BASECLINKltlINK2>1 2( 6, 3) I 2(10, 311 5UO, 411 5( 6, 4)i 
J(j(tff# 10 11 12 
BASECLINKl1llNK2)1 6( 9, 7>1 6C 9, 511 6( 7, 2JI 61 7, 5ll 









NUMBER OF UNIQUE CHAINS - 6 
IDENTIFICATION Of CHAINS WITH ThO DOUBLE JCl~TS 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
CHAIN# I 1 2 3 I 4 I 5 
~---------------~--.-------;-----· ------~-...---
JC l~TS 1,3 114 1,5 • 1,6 I . 1,7 
CHAIN# I 6 1. 8 .9 
' 
10 
I • , ~ • 1 
_________ .._..~---~~- ___ ,...._~----....-~-----.p~~----~,...---:---
1, 1 o I i,11 1112 I· .. 2,s ) JOlt\TS lt8 I 
\ 
CHAIN# 11 12. I 13 H . . I I .15. 
------------._.......---------~----~-----;----~-
JO INT S I 2,6 2,1 l 2,s . J 2,9 I 2,10 
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TABLE XXV (Continued) 
(HUN 189 (CONTINUED I 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CHA IN# I 16 l l 7 18 19 20 
---------~--------. --.....----~--------~--....---------
JOINTS 2,12 
CtlA IN# 21 22 23 24 I 25 J 
------------------------------------------
JC I NT S J,10 l1ll 3112 4,7 I 418 I 
CHAIN# 26 21 28 29 30 
JOINTS 
CHA IN# 31 32 33 34 J 35 ____________________________ ...,__,,,_,_ _____________ _ 
JOI~rs 5,9 s,10 s,12 6,a I 6,9 
CHA JN# 36 I 37 38 
..-----~---------------~------












2 l:• 38 
28:33 
31 .. 37 
NUMBER Of UNIQUE CHAINS ~25 
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TA.BLE XXVI 
TEN-ilNK CHAINS WlTH OOUBLE JOINTS 
Total n\,lJllber of 10-link chains with 1 double joint 





COMPARISON OF MECHANISMS DERIVED FROM 
CHAINS WITH SPECIAL ELEMENTS 
Mechanisms derived from chains with special elements may be com-
pared by use of t~e MPM. To demonstrate this and to further clarify 
the derivation of the CPM and MPM, three ex~mples will be used. In 
these examples, the various special elements will be represented by 
type numbers as follows: 
Pulley - 12 
Belt - 13 
Spring - 14 
Prism Pair - 15 
Double Joint - 16 
Cam Pair . - 17 
EJ<:ample 1 
As the first example, chain number 4 from Appendix A will be used. 
Special elements will be added as follows: 
1. Links 3 and 4 replaced by spring 
2. Prism pair added at joint 8-9 
3. Link 7 (and associated revolute pairs) replaced by a cam 
pair. 
The resulting chain would appear as shown in Figure 15. 
The loop matrix for the basic chain appears in Table XXVII. To 
obtain the CPM for the modified chain, the CPM for the basic chain may 




Figure 15. Chain 4 with Special Elements Added 
TABLE XXVII 
LOOP MATRIX FOR CHAIN 4 
302 203 204 305 310 
305 306 308 209 310 
306 207 301 308 0 


























LOOP MATRIX FOR CHAIN 4 WITH SPECIAL ELEMENTS 
302 1400 305 310 0 0 
305 306 308 1500 209 310 
306 1700 301 308 0 0 


















CPM FOR CHAIN 4 WITij SPECIAL ELEMENTS 
302 1400 305 310 0 0 0 0 0 0 
305 306 308 1500 209 310 0 0 0 0 
306 1700 301 308 0 0 0 0 0 0 
301 302 310 209 1500 308 0 0 0 0 
302 1400 305 306 308 1500 209 310 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
302 1400 305 310 209 1500 308 301 0 0 
305 306 1700 301 308 1500 209 310 0 0 
305 306 308 301 302 310 0 0 0 0 
306 1700 301 302 310 209 1500 308 0 0 
302 1400 305 306 1700 301 308 1500 209 310 
302 1400 305 306 308 301 0 0 0 0 
302 1400 305 310 ~09 1500 308 306 1700 301 
305 306 1700 301 302 310 0 0 0 0 













































be to form the loop matrix for the modified chain and then use it to 
form the CPM. The latter approach will be used here. 
The loop matrix for the modified chain appears in Table XXVIII. 
The special elements have been added according to the rules established 
in previous chapters. This loop matrix is then used to form the CPM 
(Table XXIX). The next step is to form the MPM's for all mechanisms 
which can be derived from the modified chain. 
The basic chain could have been converted to 10 mechanisms (! 
mechanism per link), however, in the modified chain, links 3, 4, and 7 
have been replaced by elements which cannot be fixed. Consequently, 
mechanisms 3, 4, and 7 cannot exist. This fact is obvious from the CPM 
since link numbers 3, 4, and 7 do not appear. Forming the MPM's for 
the remaining links yields the results shown in Table XXX. 
To compare the mechanisms, each MPM must be compared with all 
other MPM's. Starting with MPM's 1 and 2, it is seen that each has 11 
rows and therefore, further comparison is justified. Comparing row 1 
of MPM #1 with row 1 of MPM #2 (both have 4 elements) shows that the 
two mechanisms are not equivalent since these rows are not equivalent 
and no other rows with 4 elements exist in CPM #2. Checking all other 
matrices shows that only MPM #6 has a 4 element row that is equivalent 
to row 1 of MPM #1. Further comparisons show the following equivalent 
rows: 
MPM#l MPMft 
2 = 1 
3 = 3 
4 = 6 
5 = 5 
6 = 4 
7 = 9 
8 = 8 
9 = 7 
10 = 10 
11 = 11 
TABLE XXX 
MPM'S FOR CHAIN 4 WITH SPECIAL ELEMENTS 
MPM II l MPM # b 
3 3 3 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 3 15 2 3 3 0 c 0 0 0 6 
3 3 3 2 15 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 17 3 3 0 (' 0 0 0 0 0 4 
3 3 14 3 3 2 15 3 0 c 0 B 3 3 15 2 3 3 14 3 0 0 0 8 
3 3 15 2 3 3 3 17 0 0 -0 B 3 17 3 3 15 2 3 3 0 0 0 8 
3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 c (; 0 b 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 
3 3 3 2 15 3 3 17 c c 0 8 3 17 3 3 3 2 15 3 c 0 0 8 
3 3 15 2 3 3 14 3 3 17 c 10 3 17 3 3 15 2 3 3 14 3 0 10 
3 3 14 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 c 6 3 3 3 3 14 3 0 0 c 0 0 6 
3 3 14 3 3 2 15 3 3 17 0 10 3 17 3 3 14 3 3 ·2 15 3 0 10 
3 3 3 3 3 17 0 0 0 c 0 6 3 17 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 
3 3 14 3 3 17 0 0 c 0 0 6 3 17 3 3 14 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 
•.•.........•..•........•.......•...•.........•.•...•.••••.• . ........•................................................... 
MP". II 2 M!'M II 8 
3 14 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 15 2 3 3 3 0 c 0 0 0 6 
3 3 2 15 3 3 0 0 c 0 0 6 3 3 17 3 0 c 0 0 c 0 0 4 
3 14 3 3 3 15 2 3 0 0 0 B 3 3 3 3 2 15 0 0 c c 0 6 
3 14 3 3 2 15 3 3 c 0 0 8 3 15 2 3 3 14 3 3 0 0 0 8 
3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 3 3 14 3 3 2 15 0 0 0 B 
3 3 2 15 3 3 17 3 c 0 0 8 3 15 2 3 3 3 17 3 0 0 0 8 
3 14 3 3 17 3 3 15 2 3 0 10 3 .3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 
3 14 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 G 0 6 3 3 17 3 3 3 2 15 c 0 0 B 
3 14 3 3 2 15 3 3 17 3 0 10 3 15 2 3 3 14 3 3 17 3 0 10 
3 3 3 3 17 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 3 3 14 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 
3 14 3 3 17 3 0 0 c 0 0 6 3 3 17 3 3 14 3 3 2 15 0 10 
·••··••·•••········•··••···•·•·····•···•·········•••····•·•· 
.......................................................•..•. 
MPM # 5 MPM # 9 
3 3 3 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 3 3 3 3 15 0 0 0 0 0 6 
3 3 3 ..15 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 2 15 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 
3 3 3 15 2 3 3 14 0 0 0 8 2 3 3 14 3 3 3 15 0 0 0 8 
3 3 2 15 3 3 3 14 0 0 0 8 2 15 3 3 3 14 3 3 0 0 0 8 
3 3 17 3 3 15 2 3 (, 0 0 8 2 3 3 3 17 3 3 15 0 0 0 8 
3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 c 0 0 6 2 15 3 3 17 3 3 3 0 0 0 8 
3 3 17 3 3 15 2 3 3 14 0 10 2 3 3 14 3 3 17 3 3 15 0 10 
3 3 3 3 3 14 0 0 0 (' 0 6 2 15 3 3 17 3 3 14 3 3 0 10 
3 3 2 15 3 3 17 3 3 14 0 10 ...........................................•......•......... 
3 3 17 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 MPM #lC 
3 3 17 3 3 14 0 :: 0 0 0 6 3 3 14 3 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 4 
·······•·•·•··•······••····•··•····•·•··•····•····••····•··• 3 3 3 3 15 2 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 2 15 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 
3 3 14 3 3 3 15 2 (j 0 0 8 
3 2 15 3 3 3 14 3 0 0 0 8 
3 3 3 17 3 3 15 2 0 0 0 8 
3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 
3 2 15 3 3 l7 3 3 0 c 0 8 
3 3 14 3 3 17 3 3 15 2 0 10 
3 2 15 3 3 17 3 3 14 3 0 10 




Si~ce each row in MPM #1 is equivalent to a row in MPM #6, the two me-
chanisms, l and 6, are equivalent. Similarly, comparison of MPM's 2 
and 5 shows that they are equivalent. No other equivalencies exist, 
hence, five unique mechanisms {l, 2, 8, 9, and 10) may be formed from 
chain 4 wit~ the special eiements as shown in Figure 15. 
Example 2 
The second example is based on chain number 48 from Appendix A. 
Special elements will be added as follows: 
1. Link 4 replaced by a pulley 
2. Links 3 and 8 replaced by a belt 
3. Prism pairs added at joints 5-6 and 1-5 
The resulting chain will appear as shown in Figure 16. 
Since chain 48 is one of the chains with crossed links, the loops 
required to form the loop mat~ix are not easily identified. Therefore, 
the loop matrix for chain 48 as shown in Appendix B is used to form the 
loop matrix with special elements added (Table XXXI). Note that the 
special elements have been assigned "link numbers." This has been done 
in order to differentiate between elements of the same type so that in-
correct row transfers will not take place when forming the CPM. 
The CPM (Table XXXII) is formed by combining various rows of the 
loop matrix as explained in Chapter III. The process of combining rows 
is especially useful in this case since visual determination of the 
required paths is quite difficult. 
The ~M's for all mechanisms which may be formed from chain 48 
with the special elements added are shown in Table XXXIII. Note that 
MPM's 3, 4, and 8 do not appear since the corresponding links have been 
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LOOP MATRlX FOR CHAIN 48 WITH SPECIAL ELEMENTS 
301 1514 305 1515 306 210 302 
301 302 1312 1211 305 1514 0 
1211 1313 307 306 1515 305 0 














CPM FOR CHAIN 48 WITH SPECIAL ELEMENTS 
1514 305 1515 306 210 302 0 0 0 0 
302 1312 1211 305 1514 0 0 0 0 0 
1313 307 306 1515 305 0 0 0 0 0 
1514 305 1515 306 307 209 0 0 0 0 
1515 306 210 ' 302 1312 1211 0 0 0 0 
1514 305 1211 1313 307 306 210 302 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
302 1312 1211 1313 307 306 1515 305 1514 0 
302 1312 1211 305 1515 306 307 209 0 0 
1313 307 209 301 1514 305 0 0 0 0 
210 302 1312 1211 1313 307 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
302 1312 1211 1313 307 209 0 0 0 0 
























































MPM'S EOR CHAIN 48 WITH SPECIAL ELEMENTS 
MP'4 # l MP'! ¥ 7 
3 15 3 15 3 2 3 c c (' 0 0 0 7 3" 3 15 3 12 13 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 6 
3 3 13 12 3 15 0 0 0 0 lj Ci 0 6 ~ 2 3 15 3 15 3 0 0 0 0 c 0 7 
3 15 3 15 3 3 2 0 I) 0 0 0 0 7 3 3 2 3 l 15 3 12 13 0 0 0 0 9_ 
3 15 3 12 13 3 3 2 3 0 0 c 0 9 3 3 15 3 15- 3 3 13 12 13 0 0 0 10 
3 3 13 12 13 3 3 15 3 15 0 c 0. 10 3 2 3 3 13 12 3 15 3 0 0 0 0 9 
3 3 13 12 3 15 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 q 3 2 3 15 3 12 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
3 15 3 12 13 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3 3 2 3 11 12 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
3 3 13 12 13 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3 2 3 3 13 12 13 0 c 0 0 0 0 7 
3 15 3 15 3 2 3 13 12. 13 3 2 0 12 3 2 3 15 l 15 3 2 3 13 12 13 0 12 
•··••····•·······•······•··•·····•••··••••·····•·••··••••••••••••···••· 
..............................................................••....•. 
'4PM # 2 !i!l>M ;i 9 
3 3 15 3 15 3 2 0 0 c 0 c 0 7 2 3 15 3 15 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
3 13 12 3 lo; 3 {) 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2 3 3 l3 12 3 15 3 3 0 0 0 0 9 
3 13 12 3 15 3 2 0 () 0 0 I) 0 7 2 3 15 3 12 13 3 0 0 ( 0 0 0 7 
3 3 15 3 12 13 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 q 2 3 3 13 12 13 3 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 7 
3 13 12 13 3 3 15 3 15 3 0 c 0 10 , 3 15 3 15 3 2 3 13 12 13 3 0 12 
3 13 12 3 15 3 3 2 3 0 0 c 0 9 .........................................................•............ 
3 13 12 13 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 !i!PM #10 
3 13 lZ 13 .3 2 3 0 c 0 0 0 0 7 2 3 3 l '5 3 15 3 0 c 0 0 0 0 7 
3 13 12 13 3 2 3 15 3 15 3 2 0 12 2 3 13 12 3 15 3 0 c 0 0 0 0 7 
•••··•····•···.•·••········•··•·••••·•·•·••··•·•·····••••··•••••··•···· 2 3 3 15 3 12 13 3 3 0 0 0 0 9 MPM # 5 2 3 13 12 13 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
3 15 3 2 3 3 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 2 3 13 12 13 3 2 3 15 3 15 3 0 12 
3 15 3 3 13 12 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 6 .............................................•.........•...••.......•. 
3 12 13 3· 3 15 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 6 
~· 15 3 3 2 3 15 0 c c 0 0 0 7 
3 15 3 2 3 13 12 0 c 0 0 0 C· 7 
3 12 13 3 3 2 3 3 15 0 Ci .0 0 9 
3 15 3 3 13 12 13 3 3 15 0 0 0 10 
3 15 3 3 2 3 3 13 12 Ci 0 0 0 9 
3 12 13 3 2 3 15 0 C• 0 0 0 0 7 
3 15 3 2 3 13 12 13 3 2 3 l 5 0 12 
·············~························································ MPl'I II 6 
3 2 3 3 15 3 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
3 15 3 12 13 3 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 6 
3 3 2 3 15 3 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
3 2 3 13 12 3 15 0 0 c 0 0 0 7 
3 2 3 3 15 3 12 13 3. 0 G 0 0 9 
3 15 3 15 3 3 13 12 13 3 0 0 0 10 
3 3 2 3 3 13 12 3 15 0 0 0 0 9 
3 2 3 13 12 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 





replaced by elements which may not be fixed. 
Comparison of the MPM's wiH show that mechanisms 1 and 6 are 
equivalent, mechanisms 2 and 7 are equivalent, and mechanisms 9 and 10 
are equivalent. Thus chain 48 with special elements as shown in Figure 
16, may be converted into only four unique mechanisms, mechanisms 1, 2, 
5, and 9. 
Example 3 
The third example will be based on chain 206 from Appendix A. The 
following special elements will be added: 
1. Link 5 replaced by a pulley 
2. Links 4 and 6 replaced by a belt 
3. Links 8 and 9 replaced by a spring 
.4, Prism pair placed at joint 3-10 
5. Double joint placed at position 3(2,4) 
The chain resulting from the above additions would appear as shown in 
Figure 17. Note that the pulley need not be circular. 
The loop matrix for chain 206 without the special elements added 
is shown in Table XXXIV. As in the previous examples, the special ele-
ments are added to form the loop matrix shown in Table XXXV. This loop 
matrix is then used to generate the CPM in Table XXXVI. The MPM's ap-
pear in Table XXXVII and, after comparison, show that all five me-
chanisms are unique. 
The previous examples demonstrate the capabilities of the path ma-
trix approach in describing and comparing kinematic chains with all 
types of special elements. The following chapter will show how the 
CPM can be applied to the development of gear trains. 
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Figure 17. Chain 206 with Special Elementa Added 
201 202 303 510 
510 3-03 204 305 
305 206 307 510 
307 208 209 510 
TABLE XXXIV 




































































CPM FOR CHAIN 206 WITH SPECIAL ELEMENTS 
201 202 1616 303 1515 510 0 0 0 0 
510 1515 303 1616 1312 1211 0 0 0 0 
1211 1313 307 510 0 0 0 0 0 0 
307 1414 510 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
201 202 1616 1312 1211 510 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
510 1515 303 1616 1312 1211 1313 307 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1211 1313 307 1414 510 0 0 0 0 0 
201 202 1616 1312 1211 1313 307 510 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
510 1515 303 1616 1312 1211 1313 307 1414 0 













































MPM'S FOR CHA.IN 206 WITH SPECIAL ELEMENTS 
MP'1 II- 1 
2 2 16 3 15 5 0 0 0 0 0 6 
2 2 16 13 12 5 0 0 0 0 0 6 
2 2 16 13 12 13 3 5 c 0 0 8 
2 2 16 13 12 13 3 14 5 0 (J 9 
•..........................•...•.••.•.•....••••••.••••.••••• 
MPM II- 2 
2 16 3 15 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 6 
2 lo 13 12 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 6 
2 16 13 12 13 3 5 2 0 0 0 8 
2 16 13 12 13 3 14 5 2 0 0 9 
··················•·•······•···•········•·•••··•••·•·••••••· MPM # 3 
3 15 5 2 2 16 0 0 c 0 0 6 
3 16 13 12 5 15 0 0 c 0 0 6 
3 16 13 12 13 3 5 15 c 0 0 8 
3 16 13 12 13 3 14 5 15 0 0 9 
••••••••••••e••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MPM • 7 
3 5 12 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
3 14 5 "(• 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 3 
3 5 15 3 16 13 12 13 c 0 0 8 
3 14 5 12 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
3 5 2 2 16 13 12 13 0 0 0 8 
3 14 5 15 3 16 13 12 13 0 0 9 
3 14 5 2 2 16 13 12 13 0 0 9 
..... ~ ..............•..•....••••••••.•••..•••....•.••.•••..• 
MPM #lC 
5 2 2 16 3 15 0 0 c 0 0 6 
5 15 3 16 13 12 0 0 0 0 0 6 
5 12 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
5 3 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
5 2 2 16 13 12 0 0 c 0 0 6 
5 15 3 16 13 12 13 3 0 0 0 8 
5 12 13 3 14 c 0 0 0 0 0 5 
5 2 2 16 13 12 13 3 c 0 0 8 
5 15 3 16 13 12 13 3 14 0 0 9 





STRUCTURAL SYNTHESIS OF GEAR TRAINS 
Johnson and Towfigh (10) have shown that certain kinematic chains 
may be converted to gear trains, both compound and epicyclic. In order 
to be convertible to a gear train, the chain must meet the following 
criteria: 
1. Every link in the associated linkage must belong to at least 
one four-link path. 
2. The chain must contain at least one multiple joint (double 
joint, triple joint, etc). 
3. Any binary link incident to a multiple joint must also be con-
nected to another binary link by a revolute pair. 
Once the above criteria have been satisfied, the chain may be converted 
to an equivalent gear linkage. Gear trains may be formed from the gear 
linkage by fixing various elements with respect to ground, just as me-
chanisms are formed from kinematic chains by fixing various links. 
To construct the equivalent gear linkage, each joint in the kine-
matic chain must be designated as either a rotation point (axis for a 
gear) or a base point (point on the edge of a gear). Certain joints 
are required to be either a base point or a rotation point according to 
the rules specified in Table XXXVIII. The remaining joints may be 
chosen as either a base point or a rotation point. However, as each 
one is chosen, the rules in Table XXXVIII must be applied to determine 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
MANDATORY BASE POINTS AND ROTATION POINTS 
I. Mandatory Rotation Points 
a. Joints between higher links 
b. Multiple joints 
II. Mandatory Base Points 
a. Joints between two binary links 
b. Joint at other end of binary link with one rotation 
point 
c. Both joints of a binary link connected to the link 
in b 
d. Both joints on a binary link which connects two 
higher links 
TABLE XXXIX 
RULES APPLYING TO MANDATORY POINTS IN FIGURE 18 
JOINT TYPE POINT RULE 
1-6 R Ia 
3-6 R Ia 
3( 4, 9) R lb 
7-& B Ila 
9-10 B Ila 
6-10 B Ile 
5-6 B Ile 
1-2 B Ild 
2-3 B Ild 
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if other joints are affected by the choice. Where several choices 
exist, several gear linkages may be formed. 
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To illustrate this method, chain number 223 from Appendix A will 
be converted to a gear linkage, first, by observation of the chain it-
self, and second, by use of the CPM. 
Figure 18 shows chain 223 with a double joint at position 3(4,9). 
The chain meets all criteria for conversion to a gear linkage. The 
mandatory rotation points and base points are shown in the figure. The 
rule pertaining to each mandatory point is shown in Table XXXIX. The 
only joints which remain free to choice are joints 6-7 and 1-8. If one 
of these is chosen to be a rotation point, the other automatically be-
comes a base point because of rule Ilb. No symmetry exists for the 
chain as shown so that two unique gear linkages may be formed. The 
equivalent gear linkage formed by placing a rotation point at joint 6-7 
is shown in Figure 19. 
Gear trains may be formed by fixing any link containing one or 
more rotation points. Thus, gear trains could be formed by fixing any 
links of Figure 19 except links 2, 5, 8, and 10. Fixing links 4 or 9 
would result in identical gear trains due to symmetry of the chain. 
Therefore, only five unique gear trains exist. 
To apply the CPM to the development of gear trains, the following 
procedure would be followed: 
1. Develop chains with one double joint. 
2. Determine if each link appears in a path containing four 
links. This is done by simply taking the links in numerical order and 
determining if each one appears in at least one row of the CPM con-
taining four links. 
B 
B 
Figure 18. Chain 223 with Double Joint and Base and Rotation 
Points 
Figure 19. Equivalent Gear Linkage for Figure 18 
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3. Check each row in which a double joint appears to insure that 
if a binary lin~ is next to the double joint, a second binary link is 
next to the first. 
4. Identify the mandatqry rotation points 
a. Any joint where type numbers of the connected links are 
greater than 2. 
b. The double joint 
5. Identify the mandatory base points. 
a. Any joint connecting binary links 
b. Second joint on any binary link with a rotation point at 
the first joint. 
links. 
c. Both joints of a binary link connected to the link in b. 
d~ Both joints of a binary link appearing between two higher 
6. One at a time, make each remaining joint a rotation point and 
apply the rules for mandatory base points. The number of possible com-
binations resulting will yield the number of possible gear linkages. 
To determine wpether or not two chains are equivalent, all that is re-
quired is to show that the optional joints converted to rotation ppints 
are equivalent. If, for example, joints A and B were found to be 
equivalent in the original chain (by methods used in Chapter VIII), 
then, placing a rotation point at joint A would result in the same gear 
linkage as that produced by placing a rotation point at joint B. 
7. Gear trains may be formed by considering each link which con-
tains a rotation point as being fixed. Equivalent trains may be found 
by d~termining which links are equivalent (by methods used in Chapter 
X). 
Although a cpmputer program has not yet been written to convert 
kinematic chains to gear trains, it appears that the CPM contains all 
the information necessary to perform the steps described above. 
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CHAPTER XII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this thesis has been to present the path matrix 
approach to the description and analysis of kinematic chains and me-
chanisms. It has been shown that a kinematic chain may be completely 
defined by the lo~p matrix which, in turn, is used to generate the 
Chain Path Matrix. Since the Chain Path Matrix numerically describes 
all paths or circuits in a kinematic chain, it serves as a powerful 
tool in evaluating, comparing, and modifying the chain with the aid of 
the high speed computer. The Mechanism Path Matrix, developed from the 
Chain Path Matrix, uniquely describes mechanisms derived from a kinema-
tic chain and serves as a means of comparing chains and mechanisms, 
again using the computer. 
The co~puter programs developed for use in analyzing the ten-link 
chains were initially tested on the six and eight-link chains. The re-
sults from these tests· agreed with those obtained by Hain (2,3,4,5) 
through many months of work. These initial tests vividly illustrated 
the benefits to be gained by a computerized approach to the analysis of 
kinematic chains. 
Once the programs had been proved on the six and eight-link chains, 
they were applied to the ten-link chains and catalogs of the following 
material were obtained (9): 
1. Ten-link mechanisms 
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2, Ten-link chains with 1, 2, 3, and 4 springs 
3. Ten-link chains with 1, 2, 3, and 4 pulleys 
4. Ten-link chains with 1, 2, 3, 4, . 5, and 6 cam pairs 
s. Ten-link ~ha ins with 1 and 2 prism pairs 
6. Ten-link chains with 1 and 2 double joints. 
This material provides a great deal of data for further analysis by 
kinematicians. Moreover, it is felt that the possibilities of the path 
matrix approach have only been touched upon and that further develop-
ment of the concept will prove to be of great value in the type syn-
thesis and analysis of kinematic chains. 
In addition to providing material for further research, the data 
obtained from the ten-link chains describes a tremendous number of 
kinematic chains, each of which can furnish a number of mechanisms. For 
the designer, this data provides many approaches to a given problem and 
may also serve to stimulate development along lines not previously con-
sidered. 
To further develop the path matrix approach, it is reconnnended 
that research be conducted in the following areas: 
1. Determination of the rules necessary for the development of 
loop matrices for chains with crossed links. This area will become of 
more importance in the analysis of chains with more than ten links. 
2. Use of the path concept in the structural synthesis of plane 
kinematic chains. This area appears promising since higher order 
chains may be developed from chains of a given order by adding addi-
tional loops. If this can, in fact, be done, it should eliminate the 
problems encountered with the crossed linkages since the CPM could be 
developed directly without having to form the loop ~trix. 
3. Use of the path concept in the structural analysis and syn-
thesis of spatial kinematic chains. If appropriate requirements for 
mobility are defined for paths containing various types of joints, it 
appears that the synthesis of multi-loop space mechanisms should be 
possible. 
4. Development of a means of automatically sketching chains and 
mechanisms represented by a CPM. This would provide a much better 
reference for designers than the catalogs presently developed for the 
ten-link chains. 
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5~ Research into the most advantageous means of cataloging the 
material obtained from analysis of higher order kinematic chains so as 
to be of greatest benefit to the designer, research kinematician, etc. 
As the data on the ten-link chains now stands, the chains may be class-
ified according to the type of elements inserted in the basic chain. 
However, if chains with combinations of elements are developed, the 
classification of the chains will require some method which facilitates 
retrieval of the desired information. 
6. Development of a computer program to synthesize gear trains 
based on kinematic chains. The procedure for this has been outlined in 
Chapter XI~ The application of such a program to the ten-link chains 
would provide a valuable addition to the data already obtained. 
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APPENDlX A 
LINE DRAWINGS OF THE 230 TEN-LINK CHAINS 
The line drawings shown in Figure 20 were taken from the Appendix 
of reference 6. The links of each chain have been numbered and minor 
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Figure 20. Line Drawings of Ten-Link Chains 
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LOOP MATRlCES FOR TEN-LINK CHAINS WITH CROSSED LINKS 
Table XL shows the loop matrices used for the ten-link chains in 
Group 64D of Appendix A. As mentioned in Chapter Ill, these loop ma-




LOOP MATRICES FOR GROUP 64D OF APPENDIX A 
CHAIN #40 
109 110 301 306 307 308 
301 302 307 306 
302 303 308 307 
303 104 105 306 307 308 
CHAIN #41 
310 306 105 304 303 102 101 
310 101 102 303 307 306 
310 309 108 307 303 102 101 
310 101 102 303 304 309 
CHAIN #42 
301 302 303 306 110 
301 110 306 107 305 108 109 302 
301 304 305 107 306 110 
301 110 306 303 304 
CHAIN #43 
301 306 305 304 103 102 
301 102 103 304 110 309 306 
310 107 308 309 110 304 103 102 
301 102 103 304 305 308 107 
CHAIN #44 
301 302 103 304 305 
301 305 306 108 109 302 
301 110 307 306 305 
301 305 304 307 110 
CHAIN #45 
301 306 307 308 109 110 
301 110 109 308 304 105 306 
301 302 103 304 308 109 110 
301 110 109 308 307 302 
CHAIN #46 
301 102 303 304 305 
304 303 110 306 305 
304 305 306 107 308 
301 305 304 308 109 
Note: A type number of 1 represents a binary link. 
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TABLE XL (Continued) 
CHAIN :/147 
301 306 307 110 303 102 
301 102 303 304 105 306 
304 308 307 306 105 
301 306 307 308 109 
CHAIN #48 
301 305 306 110 302 
301 302 103 304 305 
304 108 307 306 305 
301 305 306 307 109 
CHAIN #49 
301 308 110 305 104 303 102 
301 102 303 104 305 106 307 
307 309 308 301 
301 308 309 303 102 
CHAIN #50 
301 110 309 304 303 102 
301 102 303 304 105 306 
306 107 308 309 110 301 
301 110 30'l 308 303 102 
APPENDIX C 
SUBROUTINE LOOP 
Subroutine LOOP is used to develop the CPM from the loop matrix 
as described in Chapter III. The variables used in subroutine LOOP are 
I 
shown in Table XLI. A flow chart for the rubroutine is shown in Figure 













KM & LM 
KS & LS 
KT & LT 
Chain Path Matrix (CPM) 
Number of Bars (Links) in Chain 
Number of Loops in Chain 
Number of Rows in CPM 
Number of Columns in CPM 
NR-NL .. (Number of rows formed by combining rews of 
Loop Matrix) 
Primary row combinations used in forming rows 
NL+l through NR-1 of the CPM 
Secondary row combinatioqs used in forming rows 
11 through 14 (for 10-link chains) of the CPM 
Row combinations required for row 15 (for 10-link 
chains) of the CPM 
TABLE XLII 
SUBROUTINE LOOP 


























































A EAD IN LQCP5 
DO 10 1•1,NL 
.auo 1'111 IMI It JI' J•l t hCCL I 
l •DRMATl201"1 
10 CONT IHt.11 
Do U- IA•l oll:L 
ISUM•O 
DC H te-1,NCOI. 
lflMllA1191.QT.90001 MllAtlll•MllAtlll-9000 
IFIHI IA; 181.NEo.OI ISUH•ISUMtl 
11 C:ONTl~UI 
12 MllA1HCOLl•l$UM 
O(l 200 l•l1NK 
IS•l 
hKMI II 
~•l.M 1 ll 
JLal 
u J• l 
If 1 ltNLo EQ.NR,ANOo IH CK 111,fQ,O.OR oHIL o ll •IQ• QI I 
IFlltNL 0 Gf.NK.AND~IHIKoll.tO.o.oR.HIL,ll.EQ,Oll· 
START WITI< L.OQP K 
C~ECK TO SEE If ELJHENT J OUTS 
20 KN•HIK,NCOLI 
LN•~ILoNCCLI 
IFILN.EQ.OI GOJQ 100 
22 DO 21 IL•ltLN 
IFCMIKoJl,EQ,~ILtlLll GCTQ 30 
21 CQNHNUC , 
Hllt~L,JLl•HIK1JI 
J•Jtl jL*JLtl 
lflMCK,Jl.kQ.OI GOTO 100 
GOTO 22 
IN iOTH LOO'S 
GOTO 
GOTO 
C CHECK ELEMENTS ON 80TH SID£$ Of POSSliL! TRANSFER ELEH~NT 
e 
~O lfll~.EQ,Ll GQTO jl 
IFIJ.&O.Khl GOTO l2 
iFIMiKoJtlloEQ.HIL,IL-111 GOTQ 40 
Mll+NL,JLl•MIKoJI 
J•J•I 
IFiMIKoJ),fQ,OI GOTQ IDO 
JL•JL+l 
GOTO l2 
31 IFIJ,EQ.Khl GOTO U 
IFIMIK1J+lloEQ•MILoLNll GOTO ~O 
MlltNLtJLi•MIKoJI 
J•Jtl 
lflHIK,Jl.E0.01 Goto 100 
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TABLE XLII (Continued) 

















































32 lflHIKoll,EQ.HILolL-111 GCTO 40 
GOIO 100 
33 IFIMIK,11,EQ,MIL,LNll GOTO 40 
GOTO 100 
c NEXT ELEMENT IN fl~ST LOOP 1; i;o:~r~ON IU BUTli LOOPS. CHECK TU SEC If LAST 
C ELEMENT WA~ CC~HON. If II •AS, PRCCEED TU NEXT ELEMENT IN FIRST LOUP, If NUT 
C TRANSFEM TO SECOND LOOP, 
c 
c 
40 IFIJ,EQ,ll GCTC 41 
IFllL.EQ,LNI GOTO 42 
lfiMIK,J-11,Nf,MILolL+lll GOTO 50 
J:sJt l 
IFIHIK,Jl,EQ,O) GUTU 100 
GOTO 22 
41 IFllL.EQ.LNI GOTO 43 
IFIMIKi~~l.NE,~IL,IL•lll GCTO 50 
J•J+l 
IFIHIKoJl,fQ,01 GOTO 100 
GOTO 22 
42 lflMIK,J-11,NE,~IL,lll GOTO ~C 
J•Jol 
lfl~IK,Jl,EQ.OI GCTC 100 
GOTO 22 
43 IFIMIK 0 KNl.NE,MIL 0 lll GOTO 50 
J•J+ 1 
lflM(K,Jl,E~.CI GOTO 100 
GGIO 22 






I Fl MIL, !U.EQ,OI 11.•1 
52 00 53. J·•l oK~ 




c CHECK ELE~ENTS c~ eOTH SIDES CF PCSSIBLE r~ANSFER ELEMENT 
c 
c 
60 If lJ.Eg,11 GOTU 61 
IFllL.EQ.L~I GCTO 62 
IF(Mll, ILtll,E~.MIK,J-111 GOrD 7C 
GCTO 100 
61 !Fl IL.EU,LNI GOTO B 
IFIHll.lL+ll.E~.M(K,K~ll (CTO '/U 
GUTO 100 
62 lflMILoll.EQ.MIK,J-111 GOTO 7C 
GOTO 100 
63 IFIMIL,11.EQ.M(K,K~ll GOTO 70 
GCTC 100 
C NE~T ELEMENT IN SECU~D LGCP IS CC~MON TD ilOTH LCUPS. THA~SFER ilACK IC FIHSI 
FORTRAN IVG LEVEL 1, MCC 4 
C LOOP • 























70 IFl~IK,Jl.t,.M(l+~L,lll GLTO 110 
Mll+NL,JLl•HlK,JI 
J.sJ+l 




L •LSI 11 
GCTD 20 
400 K~K 11 l SI 
L•LTl 151 
lS•IS+l 
IFI IS.GT.51 GQlO 100 
GCTO 13 
ICO JL•I 
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Figure 21. Flow Chart for Subroutine LOOP 
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Subroutine MECH develops the MPM's for mechanisms formed from a 
kinematic chain as described in Chapter IV. Most of the variables used 
in MECH are the same as those used in Subroutine LOOP. The only var• 
iables used in LOOP are MY, which holds the CPM reduced to an array of 
link numbers, and MX, which holds the MPM's that are generated~ The 
flow chart for Subroutine MECH appears in Figure 22 and the subroutine 














































COMMUN/ ALL/M 115, 20.1, i'je,NL, NR, NCOL ,NK 1NCl>t, NE LEM 
COMMON/MCH/MXI 10115, 151 
DIMENSION MYl15;151 
c 









DO II l•l,NR 
NE•MI I 1NCOL I 
IFINE.EQ.01 GCTO 13 







DEVELOP MECHANISM MATRICES 
00 100 l•lof'IB 





22 IFIMYIJ,KloEOoll GOTO 30 
K•l<+l 
IFIMYIJ,Kl.NEoOI GOTO 22 
J•J+l 
IFIJoGT.NRI GOTO 100 
GOTO 21 







lflMIJ1KloE~.MXll1Lrlll GOTO 40 
GOTO 30 








IFIJoGToNRI GOTO 100 
GOTO 21 
CALL ROWS CONTAINING LINK I HAVE BEEN PROPERLY STORED IN MX 
c 
FORTRA~ IV G LEVEL I, MOD 4 MECH DATE • 70192 












S+a .... + 
S1"ol".e M ;,,, MY Q +~r 
~educi1119 +o an ot'r-ay 
oF link r1umber.s 
Alo 
Alo 
7. +- .! 
M X (I 11 , NC D L - J..) = 





MX is QYrciy of. 
/v1 p fV1 I .S. 
K+- K+.1. 
K iit'-K 1:+ J. 
CovMplet~ roll.) 
wi t#i z. uoe!> ~ · 
l'IUWlbll!I" ot •1111/<.S 




Subroutine MECCOM compares MPM's as descJ;"ibed in Chapter IV. A 
flow chart for this subroutine is shown in Figure 23. A list of the 
variables used in ~CCOM appears in Table XLIV and the subroutine it~ 












VARIABLES USED IN SUBROUTINE MECCOM 
Array of MPM 1 s 
Number of MPM's to be compared 
Array indicating equivalent MPM's 
Array which indicates whether an MPM is already 
equivalent to another MPM 
Array which indicates whether a row is already 
equivalent to another row 
Array used in cycling rows 
Counter used to determine how many times a row 
has been cycled 
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Array in which descriptions of unique chains are 
stores 
Number of unique chains stored in JSTORE 
All variables in COMMON/ALL/ are described in Appendix C in 


























































C CONVERT TO AKRAYS Of LINK TYPES 
IUG-0 
DO 10 I •1 oNCH 
00 5 J•t1NCH 
5 UQUIVI ,Jl•O 
ISAM£Mll I •O 
NROW•MXll1l1NCOL-ll-l 
MXI I tftNCC\.-1 l•NAOW 
Oii 10 J•ltNAOW 
NCLMaMXll1JoNCOLI 
00 10 K•ltliCLM 
10 MXll1J1Kl•MXll0J1Kl/IOO 
00 U l•l1Nll 
11 ISAMEVll hO 
C CCMPARE EACH MfCHANISM WITH ALL OTHER MECHANISMS 
IX•l 
1' IY•lhl 
C CHECK TO SEE If MXllYI IS ALREADY EQUIVALENT 
20 IFllSAl!UiJYlofQ.lj GCHI 70 
c CHeCK TQ $ei IF MXllYi HAS SAMI ~UM~IR OF ROW$ AS MXllXI 
lflMXllX1l1NCOL-lloNE.MXllYtloNCOL-lll GOTO 70 
C COM,AR~ EACH ROW Of MXllXI hlTH ROWi CF MXllYI 
IXilOW.l . . 
IYROli•l 
30 lflNXllXolXROW1NCOLloNE.MXllY1JYllOWoliCOLll GOTO 90 
C CHECK TO SEE IF MXllYoJYRQWI lS 'ALREADY EQUIVALENT TO A ROW Iii MXllXI 
IFllSAHEYllYROWl.EQ.11 GOTO 90 
I; CDHPAllE EUMENtS Qf' liXllX, IXllOWI WITH MXll Yo I YROWI IN fOllWARD 01 RECTJ ON 
IXCOL•l , 
40 lflMXllXohROWtlXCOLloNE.MXllY,IYROWolXC:OLIJ GOTO 110 
iXCOL•IXCCL+I 
lfllXCOL.lE.~XllXolXRQW,NCCLll GOTO ~O 
I SANE YI I YROW l"i 
GCTC 100 
C lt.ICR&llENf I Y 
70 J\1•1Y+l 
IFllY.GT.~CHI GDTC 80 
GOTO·ZO 
C l~CREMft.IT IX 
80 IX•I X+l 
IFllX.GT.NCH-11 GOTO ZIC 
GOTO 19 
C INCR&HENf IYROW 
90 IYROW•IYROW+I 
I TAG•O 
lfllYROWoGT.MXllXtloN&OL-111 GUTO 100 
GOJQ 30 
C INCREMENT IXROW 
100 IXRIJW•IXROW+l 




TABLE XLV (Continued) 
FOllTUN IV G LEVEL lo MOO " MECCOM DAIE • 70191 20/49/09 PAGE 0002 
00"7 I YROW•l 
000 GOTO JO 
c tCMPARE MXCIY 1IYROWI IN REVERSE 
OC49 110 I XCOL•l 
0050 IYCOL•MXCIYolYllOk,NCOLl+l 
0051 MXllY,IYROW1IYCOLl•MXllY1IYROW1ll 
0052 111 IFIMXllX1IXROW11XCOLJ.hE.MXllY 11YROW,1YCOLll GOTO 120 
0053 IXCCL•IXCCL+l 
0054 I YCOL•I YCCL-1 
0055 
I\ 
IFllXClil.oLEoMXCIX1IXROh1NCCLll GOTO 111 
0056 ISAMEYllYROWl•l 
0057 ' GOTO 100 
0058 12~ NE•MXI IY1 IYROw,1~COLI 
0059 IFllTAG.EQ.NELEM-11 GOTO 90 
0060 DO UO U•21"E 
0061 IFIMXI IY1 IYROW1 IAJ.E(l.M7: IY1 IYRDW1ll I GOTO 131 
OC62 130 CONTINUE . 
0063 GOTO 90 
c CYCLE ROW TO NEXT ELEMENI 
0064 131 ISTOP•IA 
0065 JHzl 
0066 U2 IHOLDIJHl•MXllY1IYROW1IAI 
0061 IA•IA+I ' 
0068 IFI IA.EQ.ISTOPI GOTO 133 
0069 IFIU.GT.NEI U•l 
0070 JH•JH+I 
0071 G~TC U2 
0072 13J DD 134 IH•l,JH 
0073 lH MXllY1IYRUW1IHl•IHOLDllHI 
0074 II AG• IT AG+l 
0075 IXCOL•l 
0076 GOTO 40 
c ALL RCWS HAVE 8EEN CCMP4REO. CHHK TO SEE IF MATRICES ARE EQUIVALENT. 
OOH 200 NROW•MXllX1l1NCDL-ll 
. 0078 ISUM•O 
0079 DD .COi l•l1NRDW. 
0080 lfllSAMfYlll.EQ.11 ISUM•ISUll+l 
0081 201 I SAME YI l•O 
0082 IFllSUM.EU 0 NROWI GOTO 220 
0083 GOTO 70 
0084 220 IEQUIVllXoltl•IY 
001!5 ISAMl:MllYl•l 
cce6 DO 1000 IW•loNELEM 
0081 1000 JSTDRECIYtlWl•O 
0088 GCTC 70 
c kRITE EQUIVALENCE 
0089 210 CALL PRINT 
009'0 DD 1001 IW•21NCH 
C091 lflJSTOREllWtll.E~.OI GCTC 1002 
0092 1001 CONTINUE 
0093 NSTO~e•NCH 
00~4 RETUlll< 
0095 1002 IZERO•IW 
OC96 hPl•IW+l 
0097 DO .1006 I k•I kP J ,NCH 
0098 IFIJSfOREllWoll.NE.01 GOTO 1004 
0099 GOTO 1006 
0100 1004 00 10C5 IX•ltNELEM 
FORTRAN IV G LE~EL 11 ~OD 4 ME CCC~ DATE • 70191 20149/09 PAGE ooo:; 
0101 1005 JSTOREI IZEROolXl•J~TIJREI I ht I XI 
0102 I HRC•l ZERCi+l 
0103 1006 CONTINUE 
0104 NSTURE• llERD-1 
OIC5 RETURN 
0106 ENO 




p Ylltes """cl 
~+arf 
Co11.re>"t all MPM 1c 
+o a.n"ll!J~ llf 
lfn1' type~ 
r SAMfM(rY)+-.1 
Figure 23. Flow Chart for S~broutine MECOOM 
105 
AJ?PENDIX F 
PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING THE TEN-LINK MECHANISMS 
The program shown in Table XI.VI was.used to generate the ten-link 
mechanisms. The input data required for the program (and all other 
progr~ms) is described in Table XI.VII. 
106 
TABLE XLVI 
PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING TEN-LINK MECHANISMS 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL lo MOO 4 
c 
C YEN-LINK CHAINS 
c 
C CEFlhlTION OF INPUT CATA 
c 
MAIN 
C NL - NUMBER OF LOOPS 
C NB - NUMBER OF BAR$ 
C NR - NUMBER OF ROWS IN LOOP MATRIX 
DATE • 70191 
C NCOL - NUMBER Of COLUMNS lh LOOP MATRIX 
C NK - NUMBER OF LOOPS IN ADDITION TO BASIC LOOPS 
C NC - NUMBER OF CHAlhS 
C KHUM- SEQUENCES FOR DEii.i.YiNG LOOPS 
C KS,LS- SECONOARY SEQUENCES FOR DERIVING LOOPS 
C KT,ll- TERTIARY SEQUENCES FO~ OiRIVING LOOPS 
c 
20/59133 
, .............................................................................. . 
0001 IMPLICIT INUGER*211-NI 
0002 COMMON/All/Mll!lioZOloNB,NloNRoNCQloNKoNCH,NELEM 
0003 COMMON/LOO/KMlllloLMl1lloKSlllloLSlllloKTl51oLTl51 
0004 COMMON/HCH/MXI lOt llit 151 
OCC5 COMMCNIPRll ITOTAlo Io IAOW 
0006 COMMON/MEC II E QUI YllO, 101 
0007 READl5o11 NloNBoNfl,NCDLoNC 
DOC I NK•NA-Nl 
0009 l FORMATl15151 
0010 READl5o1llKMlllol•lohKI 








OCl'l CALL PRllHl 
0020 DO 2 l•loNC 
002 l (:All LOC~ 
0022 CALL MEi:H 
0023 CALL MECCOM 
1)024 'FllAOW.GT.251 CALL PRINTl 
0025 2 CONTINUE 
0026 llRllEl6,4l !TOTAL 
0027 " FORMATl•oiOTAl NUMBER Of 10-llll!K MECHANISMS - •• 
1 151 
0028 llRITEl6o 10001 





TABLE XLVI .(Continued) 









































DATA BLANK/' t/ 
DATA f.X/ 1 X'/ 
DATA ANUM/1 11 1·• 2 1 ,• J•,• 4 1 1' 5 1 t 1 6 1 1 1 l•,• 1•, 1 9 1 1 1 10'1 
l FOllMATl 1+1,TllolOIA2t2Xll 
Z FORMATIT10olll 11 · 111 
3 fORMATll•,611 1- 111 
6 FORMATl 1+ '113, 1 111 
1 FORMATl 1+•,J911l 11101'1 1111501 111 11 











.,lflEQUIVI IYloNE.BLANKI ISUl!•ISUM-1 



























COMMON/PRiii TOIALtl 1IR01i 
DIMENSION ANUMUOI 
QAT~ ·~UM/ 1 11 1• 2•,• 1 1 1 1 4 1 1' 1 1 1 1 ''•' 7 1 t 1 1'1' 9 1 1 1 10'1 ~ !'ORMATl•+•1Tll1lOIA21Zllll 
2 FDRMATITlOtlll'I 111. 
4 l'ORMATl'l'tlll//1Tl51'LINK NU!'BIR11 
5 FORMATl'•C:HAlN 1•,T51t•I UNIQU- MECHANISMS11 











INPUT DATA FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Card 1 
NL Number of 
NB Number of 
NR Number of 
NCOL Number of 
NC Number of 
Data is read in with 
Card 2 KM(I) 
Card 3 LM(I) 
loops in chains 
bars ( lin'ks) in chains 
rows in CPM 
columns in CPM 
chains to be processed 
FORMAT (1515). 
KM and LM are the rows to be combined in forming other rows of 
the CPM. For the ten-link chains, to form row 5, rows 1 and 2 
109 
of the CPM are combined. therefore, KM(l) would be 1 and LM(l) 
would be 2. Table V shows all combinations used for the ten-link 
chains. The data on cards 2 and 3 is read in with FORMAT (151~). 
Card 4 KS(I) 
Card 5 LS(l) 
KS and LS are the second row combinations to be used if t~e 
primary combinations fail. For the ten-link chains, the second-
ary combinations are required only for rows 9 through 15 of the 
CPM, therefore, only 7 entries are required on each card. The 
data on cards 4 and 5 is read in with FORMAT (1515). 
Card 6 KT(I) 
Card 7 LT(I) 
KT and LT are additional row combinations used only for row 15 
of the CPM for ten-link chains. They are read in with FORMAT 
(1515). 
Cards 8 -
These cards are read in by Subroutine LOOP and furnish the loop 
matrices. For the ten-link chains, 4 cards are required for each 
chain, one card per loop. Each card provides one row of the loop 
matrix. (Do not insert number showing the count of the elements 
in the row). These cards are read in with FORMAT (2014). 
no 
l'ABLE XLVII (Continued) 
The input cards for the 10-link chains appeared as follows: 
Card 1) 4 10 15 15 230 
Card 2) 1 1 4 2 2 3 1 4 10 8 5 
Card 3) 2 3 1 3 4 4 8 5 1 4 10 
Card 4) 5 7 3 2 6 
Card 5) 3 2 7 10 9 
Card 6) 8 4 3 2 1 
Card 7) 7 11 12 13 14 
Card 8) 301 312 310 309 
Card 9) 302 103 104 305 310 
Card 10) 305 306 309 310 
Card 11) 306 107 108 301 309 
NOTE: The programs were set up for binary links being represented by 
a type number of 1 (as in Franke's notation) instead of 2. 
Therefore, the numbers 103 and 104 on card 9 would represent 
bin~ry links 3 and 4. 
APPENDIX G 
PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING THE TEN-LINK CHAINS WITH SPRINGS 
The complete program for determining the ten-link chains with 
springs is shown in Table XLVIII. Flow charts for Subroutines SPRLOC 
and SPRNG3 appear in Figures 24 and 25 respectively. This program 










































. .Q04 l 
TABLE XLVIII 
PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING TEN~LINK CHAINS WITH SPRINGS 
MAIN ii!AU • 70191 
c 














CEFl~lllCN OF INPUr CATA 
NL - NUMBER Of LOOPS 
NB - NUMBER Of BARS 
NR - N~~BER OF ROWS lh LCCP MAlRIX 
~CCL - NUMBER Uf COLUMNS IN LOUP MATKIX 
NK - NUMBEK OF LCOPS IN ~CCITION JO BASIC LOOPS 
NC - NUMBER OF CHAINS 
KMGL~- SE~UENCES FUR DERIVING LOOPS 
KSGLS- SECCNOARV SEQ~E~CES FOR DERIVING LOOPS 




COM~Ch/ALL/Mll51151 1 ~81NL1~R1NCOL1NK1NCH,NELEH1NSTORE 
CUMMON/LOO/KMllll1LHllll1KSllll1LSllll1KTl51;LTl51 
COMMCh/OHL/JLOCl201Jl,JORUWC2011511JROwC201151 












REAOl5tl llLT I ll1 l•l151 
NCHS•I 
OD i! 1•1 1 NC 
NELE .. •l 
CALL lUP? 
CALL SPKLOC 
IFC~C~~.EQ.O.~NC.NCH,EQ,OI GOTO 40 
llRITfl6131 I 
l FORMAJC 111,//o 1 CHAIN 1,131/1lX1lll'•'ll 
GOTO 41 
40 llRITE16o51 I 
5 FORM~ll//1' CH-IN 11131/1lX1lll 1• 111 
GOTO ll 
H NnSaNCH 




8 FOMMATIT5 11NU POSSIBLE CHAlhS'I 
GOTO 2 
32 lfCNCHo.Ll.NElEMI GOTO 2 
NC~•NCHS 
GGTC 1100,ioo,300,4001.~ELE" 
100 CALL SPRNl;I 
GOTO 33 
200 C-ll SPR~G2 






















300 CALL SPRNG3 
GOTO J3 
400 CH L SPR~Glt 
33 IFINCH-113113513'1 
3't CALL l'f.CCCM 
GOTO 36 







b kRrTElb,41 I 1HCULlll 
4 FURMATl 10TOTAL NUHUEM Of 10-LINK CHAINS WIJH11l.l1' SPRINGISI - 11 
• 151 
•RITEl6tlCOOI 




TABLE XLVI ll (Continued) 




















































COMMON/UL/HI 15 1151,Nll,NL ,r;R, ~COL 1NK 1NCH,NELEll 1NSTOKE 
CCMMCl\/iPL/LPAIRl20tll,LRO~l20 1 15J,LINK21101 
15Pkl\G•I 
DO 1 l•loNll 
lll\Kll 11•0 
00 2 J•li'o 
LPA,lklJ 0 ll•O 
DC 2 l•lol\R 
2 LROWI J,11•0 
t SlARCH FOR ACJACEl\T dlNA~V Lll\KS 
c 
c 
00 10 I •l ,NH 
IFILINKZlll.ec.11 GOTO 10 
DC <!O J•ltNL 
NE•~IJ,~CCLI 
CO 20 Kl' ltNE 
IFIMIJoKl-IMIJoKl/1001•100.E~.ll GOTO 'oO 
20 CONTJt;UE 
GOTO 10 
'oO IFllllJoKl/100,fQ.ll GCTO 50 
IFllMIJoKl-90001/IOO.EQ,ll GOTO 60 
GCTC 10 
CLINK l IS A 81NAKY LINK, CHECK ADJACENT LINKS, 
t 
50 IFIMIJ,K+ll/lOO,EC.ll GOTO 1C 
IFIK.f~.11 GOTO 51 
IF I Ml J ,K-11 /IOOo EC.I I GOTC 11 
GOTO 10 
51 IFIMIJ,NEl/100.EC.ll GOTO 72 
GOTO 10 
60 IFllMIJoK+ll-90001/100,EO.ll GiJTO 70 
IFIK,f~.11 GOTO 61 
IFllMIJ,K-11-90001/100.EO.ll GOTO 71 
GCTC 10 
bl IFllMCJ,l\El-90001/100.EC•ll GOTO 1Z 
GOTO 10 
c 






























C LOCATE ROaS CONTAINING AOJACE~T lllNARY LINKS. 
c 
60 OC 81 IA•l1NR 
NE•MI IA ,t;CUll 
IFINE.£Q,OI GOTO 81 
DO 82 IB•l1NE 
IFIMllAolBl.EOoLPAIAllSPRNG,111 LROWllSPRNGtlAl•IA 








Z0/~9/0'i p,AGE 0001 
l0/49/(9 PAGt OOOl 
TABLE XLVIII {Continued) 


































































































SUBROUTINE CHA IN 
IMFLICll INIEGER•211-NI 
COHMONIALL/MI 15o151 oNBoNLoM .~COLoNK,NCHeNEUHeNSTORE 
COMMON/DBALL/JSJOREI 100, 61eJTEMPC100 0 •1 
CCM~O~ltH~/ l OIL eK5TCAE, KClUliT 
OlllENslON ANUMI IOI oARRAVllo 121 
DATA C/•-•/ ,Dll'-'loCl'e 'loOl' I '1 
oA '' ANu1111•0•, • 1 •, • z• •" 3• •'" • , ''', •&•, • 1 •, • e •, •9•1, BLANK/• • / 
WRIHl6 0 lllll,l.l•KSTOREelD9LleB · 
fOAMAT 115, • CH'1NI 'eB IAI, 4Xe 1216X I e A II 
WRITE 16, 211 DoD ,O ,o oD ,O,Dl el•KSTORE e IDHLI 
2 FORMATIT5 0 •-----'ell6A21Alll 
l•D 
DO 10 IA•KSTOREelOBL 
!SUM-C) 
l•l+l 
DO 11 J• I eNELEM 
lflJSTOMIUoJl.GE.lDI GOTO 12 
I SUH•I SUM+2 
GOTO 11 
ll I SU~•l$UM+J 
11 CONllNUE 
11•112-ISUMl/2 
oo 13 .1•1,IT 
U ARRAYCl,Jl•BUNK 
IT• 11+1 
DO H J•l,NELEM 
NUll•JSJOREI IAeJI. 
NDIG•2 
IFINUM 0 LJ,lOI NOIG-1 
IFINDIG.EC.21 GOTO 15 
ARRAVll el Tl•UUMl~UM+ll 
IT• 11+1 
IFCJ.EQ.NHElll GOTO H 
GOTO 16 
15 NUMl•NUM/10 
ARRAY II ell l•UUllCNUMl+l I 
NUM2•NUll-NUM1• ID 
· IT•ITtl 
ARR AV 1.1 o IT I •AhUM I hUM2+1 I 
H•IT+l 
IFIJ.EC.NELE~I G&TO 14 
16 ARRAY 11, IT l•C 
IT•IT>I 
14 CONTINUE . 




oRI IE 16,3118 tlARRAY II ,JI oJ•lo 121 e l•l eKOUNTI ,B 





IV G UVEL 1, MOO 4 . SPRAOD DATE • JOl91 
c 
SUBRG~TINE SP~AOOINR,~COL,MY,HZ, ISPRNGI 
(MPLICI T INT6GER•211-NI 
CCHHO~/iPL/L PUR 120, 21,LROW·l 20, 151, L INK21101 
DIMENSION HY(l5o2Dl eMZll5o201 
DO I 1•1,NR 
NE•~Y II , hCOL I 
IFINE.EQ,01 NE•l 
00 I J•NE, NCOL 
MZU ,Ja•O 
Ll•LPAIRCISPRNG,11 
L2•LPA IR llSPRNGe 21 
C LOCATE LINK LI 
c 
CC 10 l•l eNR 
NE•HYll ,NCULI 
IFINE.EQ.OI GOTO 10 
IFILRQ~ll5PRNG.ell•hE.fl GOJO 9 
OU 20 J•leNE 
IFIMYll,Jl.E~.Ll.OR.HYll,Jl,EQ.L21 GDTll 30 
20 CONTINUE 
30 IFCHYI l,J+ll.EQ,L2.0R.M~ll ,JtllofCoLll GOTO 40· 
GOIO 50 




If I J.GI .NE IJ•J-NE 
H ICOL•ICOL+I 
HZl I, ICOL l•MYI 1,JJ 
J•J+l 
IFIJ,GT.NEIJ•l 




70 Ml 11,NCOLl•NE-1 
GOlO lO 
9 00 8 J•I 0 NE 
MZI loJl•~Yll ,JI 







TABLE XLVIII (Continued) 
















































• 1Ml 5115, 1511MXI ZO, 151151 






1 FOMMATllo'OIOENllflCAJICN OF CHAINS WlTH TWO SPKINGS 10/1lX1 
•"11'•'1111 
DO 100 l•l1NSTOKE 
100 JTEMPll1ll•JSTOREll1ll 
DD 10 IZ•l1NSIDRE 
9 l•JTEMPI IZ1l I 
CALL SPRADDIMl1NCOL1M 1Ml11ll 
IPl•l+l 
1FllP1.GT.NC~I GOJC 10 








DO 20 IA•loNR 
IFILKOWll1IAl,EQ,D,AND.LRDWIJ1IAl.EQ,OI GOTO ZO 
DO ltO ld•l1NCCL 
ltO MXllSPRNG1IROW1IBl•MZllA1IBI 
IRCW•IROW+I 
20 CONT INl.JE 
MXllSPkNG1l1NCOL-ll•IKOW 
I SPRNG,.I ~PANGH 
30 CONJINU( 
10 COM lhUE 
I SPKhG• I SPANG- I 





































WRITE lb, 11 
1 FORM4ll/ 1'0CHAINS WITH ONE SPRING llDENTlflfO BY THf SPRING NUMR(K 
•ABOVE I 1,/11X16Zl'+ 11,/I 
00 10 l•l1~C1; 
I SPRNGzl 




DO 20 IA•l1NA 
IFILROWll1IAl.EQ.OI GOTO 20 








































































hRI TE 16, ll 
f0RMATIJ, 1 0IOENTIFICATION Of CHAINS WITH THREE SPKINGS 1 ,/elX, 
*'tl I'+• I 1 /I 
00 100 l•l1NSTCRE 
JlfMPll,21•JSTOKEll121 
100 JTE,Pll1ll•JSTCREll,ll 
00 10 ll•l,NSIORE 
lflll.EQ.11 GOIO 9 
IFIJTEMPllZ,11.Nf,JTEMPlll-11111 GOTO 9 
GOTO 8 
9 l•JTEHPllZ1 II 
CALl SPRAOOINR,NCOL 1M1MZloll 
8 J•JTEHPI IZ121 
CALL SPRAUOINR1NCCL,,Zl1Hl21JI 
JPl•J+I 
lflJPl.GT.NCHI GOTO 10 





lflKO~NT.GT,81 CALL C~AIN 
CALL SPRAODINRoNCOL,MZ21MZ1KI 
f Ill HX 
IROo=I 
00 20 IA,·t,NR ' . 
If I LROw 11 o UI .EQ.O .ANO.LROWI J, IAI ,fQ,O,ANO.LROWll!: o IAI ,fQ, 01 G.UfO 
• 2C . 





I SPRNG= I SPRNGtl 
30 CONTINUE 
10 CONJl~UE 
I SPKl'.G• I SPRNG-1 
IFllSP~NG.GE.KSTOKEI CALL CHAIN 



























































TABLE XLVIII (Continued) 













l FORHATl/t'OIOENTIFICATION OF CHAINS hlJH FOUR SP~INGS•,/ol~, 
•"°Zl'+'l,/I 




00 10 IZ•lohSfORE 
IFCIZ.Elloll GOTO 9 , 
IFIJTEMPllZtlloNf.JTEHPllZ-lt111 GOTO 9 
IFIJfEHPllZ,zl.NE.JffMFllZ•loZll GOTO 8 
GOJO 1 
9 l•JTEHPCIZo ll 
CALL SPRAOOINR,NCOL,HoMZltll 
8 J•JTEHPllZ,21 
CALL ·SPRADDINM,NCOL oHZloHZ2oJI 
K•JJEHPI IZ 031 
CALL SPRADOINR,NCOLoMZ2,HZ3,KI 
·KPl •K+l 
IFIKPloGl 0 NCHI GOID 10 










DO 20 IA• I oNR 
IFILRUWllolAl.EQ.O.AND.LMDWIJ,IAl.EQ.O.ANDoLROWCK,IAl.EQ.O.ANO. 
• LROWILolAl.EQ.01 GOT0·20 






10 CCNfl NUE 
10 CONTINUE 
ISPRNG•ISPRNG•l 


















































WRITE 16, ll 
3 FDRMATC•o•,Ts,•E~UIVAl[hT CHAlhS 11/I 
· IFINChEQ.ll GOTO "0 
CC JO IX•l1NCI' 
ISUM•O 
CO 20 IY• ltNCh 
lflltQUIVllX1IYJ.E~.OI GCTD 20 
I SUll• ISUMt I 
IPRlhTllSUMl•lfUUIVllX 1IYI 
20 CONTINUE 
IFllSUM.EU.01 GOTO 30 




IFllSU8T.EQ.NCHI GOTO "O 
ll ~RITElb121 ISUBT 




" FORMATITl01 1NONE 1 1 
GOTO ll 
ENO 























tOMHQN/SPL/LPAIRl20 12J,LRCWl201l51 1llNK21lOI 
DIMENSIUN Lll00,31 
DATA ~/ 1 - 1 /1PL/'1 1 / 1 Pll/ 1 1 1 /,C/'1'/ 
QO IC 1•1 1 NCH 
lll1ll•LPAIRll,ll-ILPAIRll,ll/lOOl•lOO 
10 lll121•LPAIRll121-ILPAIRll121/lOOl•lOO 
WRITE I boll 
FONHAfl'OIOENllFICATION OF ~PRINGS'I 
WKI TElo,2111, l•l 1NCHI 
FORMAJI •0 1,15,•SPRJNG#' ,ue·,ul' 1 • ,12,3x11 
WRllElb,lllO,c,0,0,1-1,Nc~I 
3 FORMAJIT5,ljl 1-'1 1lOl"A211 
WKITElo,411Lll,ll,C 1Lll1ll1l•l,NCHI 
"'FDRHAflr~.·LINKI, LINK2 • ,u,1 1 1 '112.Alol2.l~l,//I 
RETURN 
E~O 
















20/<lt9/09 P"GE 0001 
20/49/0'J PAGE 0001 
20/49/0'1 PAGE 0001 
NC.I-/'*" IS PRNG - 1. 
l?ETVRN 






mll fri i<. +o .fiilJ 
littk L 
!Spr-:n-' IF IS Pl?./IJ~ will 
f-eplae11 · llvilt I and. 
/t~ adjacenr blnu·glin 
Loc.o. +e all .. ows of I-he 
CPM which c.ontaivi 
s.pr0'"9 # ISPR.NG awtd 
sf-ore ./his ;,.,forma-hM i'n 
o.rrt.1~ LRDW. 
I 'SPRN'-<"-ISPRrJC.+ ct. 
Figure 24. Flow Chart for Subroutine SPRLOC 
ll9 
NS TO~E 1s -Hi~ >1u111ht!r of 
1.1111'q1.1e·.c.'1.aitts (I.Ji#! .fiAJo 
•pt"f ... g s. TJ.~ sprlnlj 
C.OMOio'IA.,_, .... , .for+'1e.se d11.11~' 
"""'e s /ti,~,/ ,·,,, a"'rtUJ . .I5TOEE '-....-----=;.....,..-.l\. J ' Y11.s 
----L Alo 
CM 11t. lop ch2it1 I mdh 
=ipr-;n_, s I a"'1 :r whtti 




Add spr;fl,B IZ. 
+o d1a ,',,.I +o fo.-'"' 
c11 .. ;,,. #. ISPR.N6 
RETURN 
Figure 25. Flow Chart for Subroutine SPRNG3 
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APPENDIX H 
SUBROUTINES USED IN DETERMINING THE TEN-LINK 
CHAINS WITH PULLEYS ANO BELTS 
The program for determining the chains with pulleys and belts is 
the same as that shown in Appendix G with Subroutine SpRLOC being re-
placed by Subroutine PULLOC and Subroutine SPRNGl throughSPRNG4 being 
replaced by PULl through PUL4. Also, some format statements in the out-
put subroutines require changes. 
Subroutine PULLOC is shown in Table .'.XLIX and"its flow chart'in 
Figure 26. Subroutine PUL3, which demonstrates the logic for all PUL 





























































C SEARCH FOR TERNARY LINKS 
c 
c 
00 100 K•loNll 
00 10 l•loNl 
NE•Mll 1NCOL I 
IFINE.EQ.01 GOTO 10 
00 11 J•11NE 
IFIMlloJl-IMll1Jl/1001*100oEQ.KI GOTO 20 
11 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
20 IFIMll1Jl/100oNEo31 GOTO 100 
C DETERMINE IF TERNARY LINK IS JOINED TO TWO llNARY LINKS 
c 
c 
00 30 IA•l1NR 
NE•MIUoNCOLI 
IFINE.EQ.OI GOTO ~O 
DO loO I B•l 1NE 








IFI 18,EQ.NEI IZ•l 
IZl• IZ*l 
IFllZ.EQ.NEI IZl•l 
IFIHllAolYl/lOOoEOoloANOoMllA11Zl/100oEQ,11 GOTO 42 
GOTO 30 









C DETERMINE IF A THIRO BINARY LINK IS CONNECTED TO THE TERNARY LINK 
c 
'o3 DO 60 IC•l,NR 
NE•HllCoNCOLI 
IFINE.EQ.01 GOTO 60 
00 50 ID•l oNE 







TABLE XI.iIX (Continued) 




















































IFI 11.Eo.11 lll•NE 
IFI 10.EQ.NE I 12•1 
121•12•1 
IFll2,EQ,NEll21•l 
IF IMI IC, 111.NE ,JPUL I IPUL-1,z I ,ANO,MUC, Ill oNE,JPULI IPUL-1,ltl I 
l GOTO 70 
IFIMllC,l21,N£,JPULllPUL-1,21,ANOoMllC,12loNE,JPULllPUL-l,ltll 
2 GOTO 71 
60 CONTINUE 
70 JPULllPUL-l,6l•MllC,lll 
IFIMI IC, 111/IOO,NEoll GOTO 100 






IFIMllC,121/lOO,NE.ll GOTO 100 
JPULl1PUL,21•MllC1121 















C DETERMINE ROWS CONTAINING PULLEY 
c 
IFINCH,EQ,OI RETURN 
00 110 1•1,NCH 
00 110 J•l,NR 
JPROWll, JI .0 
NE•NIJ,NCOl.I 
IFINE,EQ,01 GOTO 110 
00 120 K•l1NE 
IFIMIJ,Kl.EQ.JPULCl,111 GOTO 121 
120 CONTINUE 
GOTO llO 







/ oca .f.-e /, "' k I 1111 
I oo p ma +-.,. i .x 
s+a ..-+ 
I ">NB 
:r"f- I+ 1. 
No· 
No 
Pulley # IPLJL ma iJ 
b12 fbr1t1eJ f,oiM lit11< I 
au/ -fli~ fwo b;,.~,, 11""5 
~+..re 4-his. i11fo. ;11 
If'UL+-IPUL ri 
For-wi ae/J:+-i'ona I Z 
pulle':j s tuul .,.fDl't!! 




Dll!+l!rM /.,, ~ f"lJuJ s. of 
C PM (.oti hi'111t'111!J each 
pulle!J a..id slvre. 
VO t.Ll VI 0. 1!> ,·,, .JPIWIJJ 
RETl.JR.N 






























































COMMON/All/MU 5, 151, NB,NL, NR, NCIJl,,NK,NCH,NEL EM,NSTORE 










IFILINE.GT.471 CALL PAGE 
WRITEI 6, 11 
l FORMATl/ 0 '01DENTIFICATION OF CHAINS WITH THREE PULLEVS•,1,1x, 
• 431'•'11/I 
L INE•L INE•5 
DO lOQ l•l,NSTORE 
JTEMPtl,21•JSTOREtlo21 
100 JTEMPI l,ll•JSTOREllo ll 
DO 10 IZ•l1NSTORE 
IFllZ.EQ.ll GOTO 9 
IFIJTEMPllZoll.NE.JTEMPtlZ-1,111 GOTO 9 
GOTO 8 
9 l•JTEMPllZ,11 
DO 91 IA•l ,5 
91 lit IAl•JPULtl,IAI 
CALL PULADDll1NR,NCOL,MoMZll 
8 J•JTEMPll z,21 




IFIJPl.GT.NCHI GOTO 10 
DO 30 K• JP I ,NCH 
DO 71 U•l,5 
71 L3llAl•JPULIK1IAI 
lfllllll ,EQ.Lll lll GOTO 30 
lfllll21.EQ.L3131.0Rolll21.EQ.L31511 GOTO 30 
IFIL1141.E~.L3131.0R.Lll41.EQ.L31511 GOTO 30 
IFIL2lll.EQ.L31111 GOTO 30 
IFIL212J.EQ.L3131.0R.L2121.EQ.L31511 GOTO 30 




KOUNT•KOUNT • l 
IFIKOUNT.GT.51 CALL CHAIN! 
CALL PULAODIK,NRoNCOL,MZ2,MZI 
FI LL MX 
IROW•l 
Dr> 20 IA•l 1 NR 
IFIJPROWll,IAloNE.IAoANO.JPROWtJ,JAl.NE.IA.AND.JPROWtK,IAloNE.IAI 
• GOTO 20 
DO 40 IB•l ,N£;0L 
40 MXllPUL1IROW,IBl•MZllA,IBI 
IROW•IROWH . 


























TABLE L (Continued) 






































L2•JPULI I 121 
U•JPULC lo41 
DO 10 J•l1NR 
IFIJPROWCJ,Jl.NE.JI GOTO 2 
NE•MY IJ, NCOL I 
DD 20 K•l1NE 













DO 4 KK•KoNCOL 
4 MZIJoKKl•MYCJoKKI 
GOTO 10 






14/06/25 PAGE 0001 
S-taf'f 
fllo 
Develop c.hai"' 12 
w1fh pulle't's I 
- ".J .I (f.,o m 
No 




MPM lor- chain 




NCH -<-I.PUL -1. 
~ET UR.N 
Fig~re 27. Florr Chart for Subroutine PUL3 
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APPENDIX I 
SUBROUTINES USED IN PETERMINlNG THE TEN-LINK 
CHAINS WITH CAM PAIRS 
As with the program for determining chains with pulleys (Appendix 
H), this program follows the basic form shown in Appendix G. Sub-
routine CAMLOC, which locates possible cam pairs, appears in Table LI._,· 
and its flow chart in Figure 28. Subroutine CAM3, which develops the 







































Ll•JCAHI Ko 11 
DO 20 l•loNR 
IFIJCROWIKolJ.~E.11 GOTO 25 
NE•MVI I oNCOll 
DO 30 J•loNE 

















20 CONTI l'IUE 
RETURN 
Et.:O 












































C SEARCH FOR S!~ARY Lll'IKS 
c 
c 
00 LOO K•loNB 
00 10 l•loNL 
JCRUWllCA~oll•O 
NE·~ 11 oNCCLI 
DO 10 J•lol'IE 
IFIHlloJl-IMll,Jl/lOOl•lOOoEQ,KI GOTO 20 
lO CCH l~UE 






JCAHl ICAMo21•MI lo IYI 
JCAMllCA~oll•~llolXI 
C DETERHINE KOWS CONTAINING BINARY LINK 
c 
JCROWI ICAHo 11•1 
IPl•l+l 
DO 30 IA•IP1 0 NR 
JCROWllCAMolAl•O 
NE•MI IAo~COLI 
lflNE.EQ.01 GOTO 30 
CC ll IB•l oNE 











H/26/56 PAGE 0001 






Uni< K will orm 
cam # ZCAM. 
Smre. +lu's info. 4.,j 
I.. D. of ad/f.fUn t 
Ii n ks i,. .J CAM 
Oeferw11"1e r"Ows ti.f. 
CP~ conrai11i119 +-he 
C.t.IM AIT'IJ s.f-or~ +n:$ 














































































lFCLINE.GT.471 CALL PAGE 
WRJTEC61 ll 
FORMATl/1 101DENTIFICATIDN OF CHAINS WITH THREE CAM PAIRS 11/1lX1 
•1ts1•+• 1,11 
LINE•LINE+5 
DD 100 l•l1NSHlRE 
JTEMPCl121•JSTOREll121 
100 J1EMPll1ll•JSTQREll1ll 
DO 10 IZ•l1NSTORE 
IFllZ.EQ.11 GOTO 9 
IFIJTEMPllZ1ll·NE.JTEMPllZ-l1lll GOTO 9 
GOTO 8 
9 l•JTEMPllZ1ll 
I l•JtAMI loll 
CALL CAMADDll1Nll1NCDL1M1Mlll 




IFCJPl.GT.NCHI GOTO 10 
00 30 K•JPl 1NCH 
K2•JCAMIK121 
Kl•JCAMCK,31 
IFll1.EQ.K2.DR.11.EQ.K31 GOTO 30 









DO 20 IA•l 1NR 
IFIJCRDWll1IAl.NE.IA.AND.JCROWIJ1IAl.NE.IA.AND.JCROWIK1IAl.NE.IAI 
• GOTO 20 









IFllCAM.GE.KSTOREI CALL CHAlNl 















Develop c.hai .. ti I-r-
with ClllllS I tJvid .J 
( .f.nmt T~ TORE) 
No 
Acid ctl m #.I< 
De11~ lop 1>1,,Jil1ul 
MP/VI loo1·du11'11 # 
ICAM aiJ {.lore 
in MX 
Yes 
NC.I-I~ TC.AM - i 
R.ETUIVJ 
Figure 29. Flow Chart for Subroutine CAM3 
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APPENDIX J 
SUBROUTINES USED IN DETERMINING THE TEN-LINK 
CHAINS WITH PRISM PAIRS 
The program for prism pair~ follows the same form as all previous 
programs. Subroutines JOINT (which locate$ all joints) and PRISM2 
(which adds 2 prism pairs) are shown in Tables LUI am,i LIV re-
spectively. Their flow charts appear in Figures 30 and 31. 
TABLE LIII 
SUBROUTINE JOINT 






























































DO I 1•1113 
DC 1 J•L.L5 
JllOWll 1JI •O 




OD LO l•L1NR 
NE•Ml I 1NC0LI 
IFINE.EQ.01 GUTO LO 
DO 20 J•l 1NE 
IFIMll1Jl-IMll1Jl/IOOl•IOO.EQ.Lll GOTO 30 
IFIMll1Jl-IMll1Jl/IOOl•lOO.EQ.LZI GOTO 'oO 
20 COhTlhUE 
COTO 10 
30 IFIMl I 1J*1 I-IHI I oJ+l II lOOl•IOO.EQ.LZI GOTO 50 
IFIJ.NE.LI GOTO 10 
IFIMl l,NEl-IHI l1NEJJ IOOl•IOO.EQ.L21 GOTO ltO 
GOTO 10 
"O IFIMll1J+ll-IHll 1J+ll/lOOl•lOO.EQ.Lll GOTO 70 
IFIJ.t.E.11 GOTO 10 
lfCHl1Nfl-CMll1NElllOOIOOO.EQ.Lll GOTO 80 
GOTO 10 





60 JLCCI Jr;u~.lh~ll ,JI 
JLOCCJNUM121•Mll1NEI 
GCTD 90 
TC JLUCIJNUM1ll•Mll 1J+ll 
JLOCI JNUll1Z.l•lll I 1J I 
GOTO 90 
.eo JLOCC JNUH, ll•MI I oNEI 
JLUCCJt.UM121•Hl11JI 
90 JRDlll Jt.UMo 11 •I 
ISUM•I 
LO CONTINUE 











02/53133 PAG~ 0001 
I~.L .--~-N-'--o--<~-1----~--N-R __ __.....__Yi_e_s._ ____ ~ 
Ye5 
Jo;nt # JNU/v1 
/!. b~+w~UI / ,f,/(s 
No 
Lt t L~. Srore 
i'YI fo. 1 'ri .J'°LIJ C 
S+e..-~ YOW tt ..... ~ ... 
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IFILINE.GT.471 CALL PAGE 
MRITE lb oll 
l FORMATl/o'OIOENJIFICATION Of CHAINS WITH T~O PRISM PAIRS'ololXo 
•451' +•Io/I 
LINE•LINE+5 
DO 100 l•loNSTlll\E 
100 JTEMPlloll•JST~M~lloll 
DU 10 IZ•loNSICRE 
9 l•JTEl'PI llo 11 
CALL LOCATElloNRoNCDLoH,MZll 
IPl•l+l 
IFllPl.GT.NC~I GOTO 10 




IFIKOUNT.GT.~I CALL CHAlNl 
CALL LOCATEIJ11\R,hCOLoMZloMZI 
f ILL HX 
IROW•l 
DO 20 U•l ,NR 
IFILROW(l,IAl.EQ.O.AND.LRCMIJtlAl.EQ.01 GOTO 20 







10 CONT INIJE 
IPRISl'•IPRISM-1 












































SUBROUTINE LOCATEIJN 1 NR,NCOL,MY,MZI 
l~PLlCIT INTEGER•211-NI 
CUMHON/JOl/JLUCl1J 1 21,JR0hl13,151 
DIMENSION MYl15,201,MZl1~,201 
DO 10 lsltl\R 
IFIJROWIJN,11.EQ.OI GOTO 18 
C SEARCH FDR LINKS 11\CIDENT TD JCINT JN 
c 
NE•~Y 11, NCOL I 
OD 20 Jal ,lllE 
IFIMYll,Jl.EQ.JLOCIJN,111 GOTO ~O 
IFIHYll,Jl.EQ.JLOCIJN,211 GOTO 50 
20 CONTINIJf 
40 IFIHYll,J•lloEQ.JLDCIJN,211 GOTO 60 
GOTO 70 
50 IFIMYlloJ+ll.EQ.JLO~IJN,111 GCTO 60 
GOIO 70 
c 









DD 1>2 K•2,NE 
MZl I ,Kl•~Yll ,JI 
J•JH 




DO 64 IK•K tNCOL 
lo4 HZllolKl•O 
l'Z 11 tNCOLI •NE 
GDIO 10 









De.vdof c.h11/;1 # ZZ 
w;H1 prit.m pr.11"r 
#I (·froM J)fO~ 
No 
I Add p,.fsm ptA'•r # I< 
Develop_ matli 1~ 
MP/Ill fw· ditw1 
# IPR.ISM anJ 
sftue iv. MX 
I. fR. ISMo#-If'.elSM+i 
NCH+'I. PR ISM -.1 
RE'..TLJK..N 
Figure 31. Flow Chart for Subroutine PRISM2 
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APPENDIX K 
SUBROUTINES USED IN DETERMINING THE TEN-LINK 
CHAINS WITU DOUBLE JOINTS 
This prQgram follows the same form as all previous programs. Sub-
routine DBLOC (Table LV) lqcates all possible dQuble joints. The flow 
chart for Subroutine DBLOC appears in Figure 32. Subroutine DBL2, 
which forms modified MPM's for chains with two double joints, is shown 
in Table LVI and its flow chart in Figure 33. In addition, Subroutines 
LNKCNT and MdBCK, which check for mobility of the chain by applying 
rules 1 and 2 of Chapter X, are shown in Table LVII. Their flow charts 
appear in Figure 34. 
TABLE LV 
SUBROUTINe DBLOC 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 11 MOD 4 OILllC DATE • 10199 D8135/0ll 
0001 SUBROUJ INE CSLOC 
CCCZ l~FLIClf lhTEGER•Zll-~I 
OOOJ COHMUN/ALL/1111511511Nll1NL 1NR11i(;Ol1NK1NCH1NEL01hSfOllE 
0004 COMMON/QBL/JLOtlZOe3 leJDAOWI 201 1511JllOWI 201151 
COC5 DIMEhSIO~ LSlCREl51 
C SE ARC~ FOR USE LINKS 
CCU llC~•l 
0CC1 DD 10 L"• loNB 
0008 DO 11 l•lol<L 
CCC~ NE•~l I 1NCCLI 
DOlC DO 11 J•l1NE 
OOll IFl~ll,Jl-IHl11Jl/IOOl•IOO.NE.LNI GUJU 11 
0012 IFIHll 1Jl/lOO.Ll.31 GCTC 10 
OOU GOTO lZ 
CC14 11 CCNll~UE 
C LINK LN HA USE LlNK. FINO ALL LINKS JOINED TO llAsE LINK 
0015 IZ IUSE•Hll,JI 
0016 DC 13 IS•le5 
0011 lJ LSTOREllSl•O 
0018 IS•I 
0019 20 IX•J-1 
OOZO IY•J+l 
CC21 IFIJ.EQ.11 U•l<E 
OOZZ IFIJ.EQ.NEllY•I 
0023 DD Zl IA•lelS 
COZ4 IFIHll1IXl.EQ.LSTCREllAll GCTO ZZ 
OOZ5 ZI CONflNUE 
C026 LSTCREllSl•HllolXI 
OCZl IS•I S+l 
ooze IFllS.GT.IBASE/1001 GOTO lCO 
OC29 ZZ DD Z3 IB•lolS 
OC30 lflMllolYl.EQ.LSIOkEllBll GOTO JO 
0031 Z3 CONJl,.UE 
0032 LSTOllEllSl•HllolYI 
OOJ3 IS•IS+I 
CC34 lfllS.GT.UASE/1001 GOTO 100 
C035 JO 11•1+1 
0036 DO J6 l•lloNR 
OCH NE•~ll oNCCLI 
C03e IFINE.EQ.01 GOTO 36 
0039 CC l5 J• l ,NE 
0040 lflHlloJl.EQ.l~ASEI GOTO 20 
0041 35 CONJ INUE 
OC4Z J6 CONTI ~UE 
C ALL LINKS JOINED TO BASE LINK HAVE BEEN FOUND. UEfERHINE ALL CUllllNATIONS 
C OF fHESE LINKS UKEN TWO AT A TIME. 
CC43 100 IS•IS-1 
0044 ISMl•IS-1 
0045 DC 110 IA•l1ISHl 
0046 IAPl•IA+l 
0041 DO 110 lll•IAPlolS 
C INSURE THAT Al LEAST FOUR LINKS WILL REMAIN IN EACH LOOP CONTAINING THE 
C DOUBLE JOINT 
00~8 CC 101 JA•l1Nlt 
0049 IFIMIJA,NCOLl.Gf.41 GOTO 101 
0050 ISUH•O 
C051 DO 102 JB•l o4 
.QC5~ IZ•MI JA, JBI 





































IFI ISUM.E~.31 GOTO 110 
101 CCM lhUE 
JLCM; I hCH, ll•I BASE 
JLOCI ht~, 2 l•LSTORE 11 Al 
JLCC I htH 131 •LSf ORE 1111 
C LOCATE ALL ROoS IN~OLVING JOINI NCH. 
JN•hC~ 
DC 132 I •I ,hR 
JDROWIJN1l l•O 
JRCW IJho 11•0 
NE•Ml I oNCOLI 
IFlhE.fQ.OI GOTO UZ 
DO UC J•l1NE 
IFIHll1Jl.NE.JLOCIJN,lll GOTO UO 
IX•J-1 
I 'f'•J+ l 
IFIJ.EUo ll IK•NE 
:: : ~i ~~i~: !e~=~toc IJloitZI .AND.Mii t IYI• EQ. JLDCI JN1lll GOTC iu 
IFIHll,1Xl.EQ.JLOCIJN 1Jl.ANO.Ml 11IYl.EQ.JLOCIJNr_ZI~ GOTO U3 
IF I Ml Io I XI, EQ.JLOCI JN 1Z I oCA .M 11oIXIoEQ.JLOCIJN,311 GOTO Ul 
If I Ml 1 o U I .EQ. JLOCI JNoZl .OR.Hll o IYI .EQ• JLCCCJN1]1l GOTO Ul 
GCTC 130 





lflMOB.E,.01 GOTO 110 
NCH•NCHtl 










F=/11£1 all li'riksjo/n,.r/fo 
+o /; vd< L N. Stoa 
fl.,;!. itifo. i"' L 'STORE 
/a. Ice elemen+-s .f.-oM 
.JSTDR.E 2. a+~ +i1t1e~-___, 
~II 11os~1ble .::omb'111ah6ns · 
'(es 
No 
loca fr: o. ti f"o w ~ i'111 w h i c ti 
!t'r1k LN will I:>~ .--ef'li1utl 
by +he double J01°11+ 
S +o>"e :vifo ;vi J~Dt.O 
Le.c. a 1-e a II l'tlw s ; n f>I Md 
+'11! dlluble j~/11f ,,..,; II be 
iMse...fed be+wuvi l1°rik lNi---.;oioe 
ai.td ai-t iric..;duif lr'nll. 
~-1-o'fe 11"1 .f.o • ; "' J".DRlH0 
NCH+-NCl-1-i 
-RETUte.N 













































oo .. o 
00 .. 1 
c 
















COMMON/All/Ml 151l5l1Nll1NL 1hR 1NCOL1NK1NCH1NELEM1NSTOAE 
COMMUN/D8All/JsrOAEI IOC1611JlEMPI 100161 
CCMM0h/DBL,X/Mll151ISl1MZlllS1lSl,MZZllS11511MZJllS11511Ml"llS1151 
O 1MZ5115.1511MXll001 l51 l5I 
COMMON/D8l/JLCCl201J I 1JORC~IZ011511JROWl201 l5I 
COllMUNICHN/I OBL 1KS JOME 1KD~hl 
COllMON/D8LU/ 11IU1Jll U1Kll J l1L II 311Mll311NIUI 




lffllME.Gl.UI ULL PAGE 
MRITEl61 ll 
I fORllATll.'OIUEhllFICAllCN CF CHAOS WllH TWO OOUILE JOINTS 11l.IX1 
• 411'•111/I 
LlhE•LlhEO 
00 100 l•l1NSTORE 
IOO JTEMPll1 ll•JSTOREll1 II 
00 10 IZ•l1NSICRE 
9 l•JIEMPI IZ 111 
CALL CBLAOOI l1NR1NCOL1M1MZI I 
IPl•hl 
IFllPloGT.NCHI GOTO 10 
DO 90 U•l13 
90 llllAl•JLOCll1IAI 
DO 30 J• IPl 1NCH 
ISUM•C 
00 91 IA•l1l 
JI llAl•JLCCI J1UI 
DO 91 IB•l1l 
91 IFIJlllAloEQ.llfll.11 ISUM•lSUMH 
IFllS~N.GT.ll GOTO. JO 
CALL LNKCNTIMZhJ11PA5SI 
IFllPASS.EQ.11 GlllO 30 
CALL ll08CKIJ1MZl1NR1NCOL1M081 
IFIM08.EC.OI GOJO 30 
JS TORE llDBL tll•I 
JSlORfl IDBlt21•J 
KCUNhKCUhJ<I 
lflKU~NloGJ.51 CALL CHAINI 
CALL CILADDIJ1NA1NCOL1Mll1MZI 
FILL 'X . 
IROh•I 
DO 20 IA•l,NR 
IFIJOROWlltlAloNEolAoANO.JORCWIJ,IAl.NE.IAI GOTO 20 






IOBL• IOBL- l 






TABLE LVI (Continued) 



















































IBASE•JLOCI I, 11 
DD 10 IA•loNR 
IFIJOROWll,JAl.NEolAI GllTC 11 
NE•MYI JA,NCOL I 
DD 20 18•1,NE 
IFIMYllA,181.EQ.IBASEI GDTC 21 
20 CONTINUE 




IF I MYIJA. u1 .• EQ. JLDC 11. 21 .ANO.MY! IA, n 1. EQ. JLCCll ,Jll GOTO llD 
IFIMYllA,IXl.EQ.JLDCll,31.ANO.HYllA.IYl.Eg.JL0Cllt211 Gora JD 
IFIHYllAtlXl.EQ.JLOCll,21.CR.HYllA,IXl.EQ.JLOCll,311 GOTO 40 
IFIMYI IA, IYI .EQ.JLOCI I t21 oORoMYllAtlYl.EO. JLDCll tJll GOTO 50 
30 DD 31 IC•ltNE 
MZI IA tit l•HYllA, ICI 
JI IFIHZllAtlCl•EQ.JLOCIJ,111 HZllA,ICl•l21l 
K•NEH 
DD iJ2 IC•K,NCOL 
l2 HZI IA,JC l•HYllA,jCI 
GOTO 10 
40 ICCL•I 
DO 41 IC•l ,NE 
HZllA,ICOLl•HlllA,ltl 
ICCL•ll;DLtl 












































DO lO IB•loNE 







IFllB.EQ.ISTDPI GOTO SQ 
GOTO 41 









D. :r. {Double Jo/nf) 
Devdbp ..::.hAi111 #Ir 
wi'+-"1 D. J. -II I 





Adel D. J'. # K 
Develop Modi f,eJ 
MPM to~ c.lu11;., 




Nt:.H~'Z b8L -.J.. 
RETUR.N 
Figure 33. Flow Chart for Subroutine DBL2 
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TABLE LVII 
SUBROUTINES LNKCNT AND MOBCK 









































c CHECK ALL RO•s CONT,INING COU8LE JOINT TO INSURE THAT NO IWO Ro•S loHICH •ILL 





CO 10 l•l,hA~l 
IFIJROWIN,11.NE.ll GOIO 10 
C COUNT NUMBER QF LINKS EXCLUSIVE OF Ll 
NEl•Mll ehCOLI 
ISUM•O 
CO 20 J•leNEI 
20 IFIMll,Jl.LT.IOOO.ANO.MlleJl.hfoLll ISUM•ISUM•I 
lFllSUM.GT.'tl GOTO 10 
IPl•IH 
CO 30 J•IPleNR 
IFIJRCWIN,Jl.NE.JI GOTO lC 
t COUNI NUMBER OF LINKS EXCLUSIVE Of Ll 
NE2•M CJ, NCOL I 
ISUM•O 
DO 'tO K•leNE2 
'tO IFIMIJ,Kl.LTolOOOoANC.MIJ,Kl.NE.Lll lSUM•ISUM+l. 
IFllSUM.GT.'tl GOTO 30 
c DETERMINE IF THE TWO LOOPS HA~E MORE THAN Two LINKS lh COMMON 
ISUM•O 
DO SC K•lthEl 
IFIMll,Kl.GT.1000.0R.MlltKl.fQ.Lll GOTO 50 
DO 60 L•lehE2 












































DO 10 l•l;NR 
IFIMZll,hCOLl.GT.hcLE~+ll GOTO 10 
NE• Ml 11, NCOL I 
IFlhf ,EQoOI GOTO 10 
I SUM•C 
JSUM•O 
DO !; J•l 1hE 
K•HZ 11 oJI 
IFIKoGT.10001 JSUM•JSUM+I 
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Figure 34. Flow Charts for Subroutines -LNKCNT and MOBCK 
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